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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, study of geothermal systems as a means for energy production 

has significantly increased. However, the majority of this research has focused on high 

temperature systems, while exploration and study of low-temperature systems for 

direct use has received much less attention in the United States. Use of low-

temperature systems for direct use is common in many other countries, including the 

Soviet Union, Japan, China, and Iceland. These countries provide good examples of the 

benefits of utilizing low-temperature geothermal systems as an alternate means of 

energy. 

A potential problem with the development of low-temperature geothermal sys

tems is the risk of a rapid decline in the temperature of the system as a result of 

exploitation. This cooling directly affects the economic viabilities of a geothermal pro

ject and it is of great importance to be able to determine the cold water recharge zones 

and predict the long term rate of the temperature decline. Most previous studies of 

geothermal systems have consisted of developing a hydrological model of the region 

from existing geological and geophysical data. Mass and heat transport equations are 

then employed to estimate the permeability of the field, and the field volume. The role 

of geochemistry has been predominantly qualitative, for tracing the paths of fluid flow 

with tracers or indicate the temperature of the system using empirical relations 

between the chemical component and temperature (geothermometry). 

In the present work, a method is developed to incorporate the transport of several 

chemical components into a model of the transport of fluid mass and heat within a 

geothermal system. Utilizing as much data from the geothermal system as possible 

would permit a more detailed understanding of the geothermal system under investiga

tion. By incorporating the chemical transport into a mass/heat transport model, more 

of the available data on the geothermal field would be employed and consequently 

more information can be extracted from the analysis. It will be demonstrated that the 

use of coupled hydrological, thermal and chemical data will allow for the determination 

of field porosities, amounts and regions of cool recharge into the system as well as field 

.~. 
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permeabilities and the hot reservoir volume. With the additional inrormation a reliG 

able prediction or the long-term cooling rate can be made. The economical potential of 

a geothermal project can then be forecasted in the early stages of the project. 

OBJECTIVE AND ORGANIZATION OF PRESENT WORK 

The objective of the present study is to develop a method of modeling the chem

istry of low-temperature systems to aid in determining the zones and amounts of cool 

recharge into a system, and in estimating the properties of a system. The study is 

presented in three main parts: 

(I)' A background on topics pertinent to the present work; 

(2) Developmen t of a numerical code incorporating chemical transport. 

(3) Applications of the modified code to both theoretical and field examples. 

The first part includes a literature review covering different methods or modeling 

geothermal systems and previous work done using these methods. Following the litera.

ture review, a short chapter is given on the behavior or chemical components common 

to low-temperature geothermal systems. Several chemical components are chosen as 

strong candidates to be included in a modeling scheme and are discussed in more 

detail. 

The second part involves a review of the governing equations ror mass, heat and 

chemical transport. The numerical code, PT (Bodvarsson, 1982), capable or modeling 

pressure and temperature, is then described. Next, modifications to PT to incorporate 

silica transport, performed previous to the present work by Lai (1985), are discussed. 

The modifications to incorporate multi-component chemical transport into the existing 

code are developed, and the perrormance or the new code tested. 

In the third part of this work, the code is applied to test the sensitivity of the 

chemical transport to various field parameters. The chemical transport equation is 

non-dimensionalized, and sensitivity studies applied to dimensionless groups that are 
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introduced. Next, the code is applied to two field examples, utilizing pressure, tem

perature and chemical data from the Ellidaar and Seltjarnarnes geothermal areas in 

Iceland. And a theoretical study of the evolution of low-temperature systems in terms 

of a circu18,tion that is influenced by a heat source at depth and cool rainwater 

infiltrating at the surface is presented. 

Before developing a background on the methods of modeling geothermal systems, 

it is helpful to define the characteristics common to the systems. Geothermal systems 

are classified as either high-temperature or low-temperature. High-temperature fields 

are above 150· 0, and are usually two phase, consisting or liquid water and steam. 

Low temperature fields have fluid temperatures less than 150· 0 and the fluid is 

entirely in the liquid phase. 

The majority of geothermal systems are comprised or a heat source at depth, 

overlain by a permeable zone. saturated with fluids and recharged rrom waters 

infiltrating from the surrace. Warm surface springs are common to many systems, pre> 

viding a conduit for fluid to escape as the pressure within the system rises due to the 
-, 

incoming heat. Also, many low-temperature fields may develop due to high local ther-

mal gradients (e.g. the Laugarnes field in Iceland). The present work is rocussed on 

low-temperature fields and studies or both types of systems: those which developed due 

to a high thermal gradient and those which developed due to a heat source at depth 

are presented. 
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2.0 BACKGROUND 

2.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Developing potentially economic geothermal systems for direct use and for electric 

cal power generation where possible will eue the dependance on oil and coal in the 

future. Creating~methods to reliably study a system will help to promote the,develop

ment of low-temperature systems. According to a world survey of low-temperature 

geothermal utilization taken in 1980, 44 countries have low-temperature geothermal 

resources. Of these countries, 24 are involved in exploration, 12 are utilizing the low

temperature geothermal energy and 9 countries have conducted appraisals of the 

energy potentials for poesible exploitation (Gudmundsson and Palmuon, 1982). A 

report by Howard (1975a) indicates that by 1975,'400 MW"-thermal were being used for 

residential and commercial applications, 55OOMW-thermal were being used for agricul

ture and 200 MW-thermal were being used for industrial applications (most of the 

latter from high temperature fields). 

Residential and commercial applications consist primarily of space heating. 

Gertsch and Juncal (1984), have reviewed four case histories of direct use space heat-

ing projects currently in progress in Northern California at Wendel in Lassen County, 

Greenville in PlumaB County, Big Bend in ShaBta County, and Cederville in Modoc 

County. Space heating by these thermal systems haB significantly lowered the con~ 

sumption-of. oil and natural gaB generally required for these. heating purposes. Eighty 

percent of the homes and commercial building."! in Iceland utilize low-tempera.ture 

geothermal energy for space heating. A survey by Hettling (1984) documents over a 

decade of field data making up detailed case studies for three low-temperature fields 

near Rekjavik. Tomasson (1966) and Tomasson and Halldorsson (1981) reviewed the 

history of the Selfoss low-temperature geothermal area in Iceland, a field which has 

been used for domestic heating since 1948. These examples demonstrate that utilizing 

low temperature thermal energy can indeed lower· a region's, oil dependance on 
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electrical power. 

Another important use of low temperature thermal energy for the future is in 

agriculture. The Soviet Union has made extensive use of low-temperature geothermal 

energy in large acreage green houses in areas not normally considered farmable. (The 

stated amount of use of 5500 MW-thermal by Howard (lg75a) may be too high accord

ing to GudmundSlOn and Palmason (19Sl». 

There are a number or ways to model geothermal systems. These methods can be 

split into four basic groups: (a) hydrological methods, (b) geochemical methods, (c) 

numerical methods involving pressure and temperature data, and (d) integrated 

pressure-temperature-chemistry numerical methods. The method developed in this 

paper falls in the last category. However, before describing this code, it is helpful to 

review the previous work done within all or the above mentioned categories. 

Hydrological methods utilize all the available data on the geology of the region, 

well-test Itonalysis, and geophysical and lithological well logs, to piece together a hyd~ 

logical model of the given system. Hydrological methods have been practiced longer 

than any of the other methods, and numerous examples of its application are available. 

A few examples of various ways to use this type of modeling on liquid dominated fields 

are described. 

Halfman et al (1982) developed a model for the Buid Bow path of the liquid

dominated geothermal system at Cerro Prieto based on geophysical and lithological 

data, well completion data and downhole temperatures. Zaisand Bodvarsson (1980) 

analyzed pressure and production data from geothermal systems at Wairakei, the 

Geysers, Larderello, and Cerro Prieto using the exponential and hyperbolic production 

decline type curves developed by Arp (1945,1956), along with the historical data from 

the fields, to model the production decline of each system. Hulen and Nielson (1982) 

. utilized surface and borehole drilling data to formulate a reservoir model of distinct 

thin stratigraphic aquifers in the Baca Geothermal area. With the aid of this model, 

stratigraphic permeability was estimated, and thermal Buid 80w paths traced. Benson 

(1982) analyzed well production data from a well near Wendel, California to establish a 



model in which fractures provide the main component of the reservoir permeability. 

Hydrological methods can be very useful, but extensive data about the field, often not 

available, is necessary to develop an accurate model. 

The ~cond method of developing a reservoir model consists of utilizing the chem

ical data on a geothermal system. Several approaches have been taken to analyze the 

geochemical data. One approach is using the documented chemical concentrations as 

geothermometers, by applying empirical equations to describe the given chemical 

species concentration as a function of temperature. Several authors (Fournier, 1977;' 

Fouillac and Michard, 1981; Fournier and Truesdell, 1973; Fournier and Potter, 1982) 

have described experimentally developed empirical equations for quartz, alpha

cristoba.Iite, beta-cristobalite, chalcedony, (NajK), Na-KcCa, Na/Li, and oxygen-18. 

Meet often, geothermometry is combined with chemical analyses to determine chemical 

characteristic of certain locations and to describe 80w paths as well u subsurr~etem

peratures. Thompson, Grunder and Hildreth (1983) used Na-K-CI, Na-Lirelations to 

estimate the near-surface and deeper reservoir temperatures combined with·a detailed 

water chemistry analysis to determine the probable 8uid ftow paths and sources of 

recharge in the liquid-dominated Calabozos Caldera Field in Central Chile. Capuano 

(1981) ueed this approach to estimate the subsurface temperatures at a low

temperature system near Artesian City Area, Idaho, and to predict the 80w paths and 

recharge zones of the system. 

The fluid chemistry of the Wendel-Amedee geothermal system in Northern Cali

fornia was analyzed using the above approach and the economic potential of the sys

tem for electrical and/or direct use was estimated by studying projected temperatures 

and cool recharge zones (Adams, 1984). Na-K, Ca-Na, Ca-K and silica geothermome

ters were used in Nicaragua on a number of sites to select the most probable economi

cally exploitable region (Tonani and Teilman, 1980). Hilfilker et al. (1980) compared 

silica geothermometers with temperature gradients in the central Western region of 

New York State to detect areas of elevated temperature, helpful in locating potential 

geothermally active regions. Michels (1911) developed a similar approach to geother

mometry in which he applies· an empirically derived equation relating salt 
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concentrations to saturation pressures and temperatures to describe the therm<> 

dynamic behavior of low-temperature geothermal brines. 

Another approach to utilizing geochemical data for reservoir modeling is to 

develop ways to trace the transport of a chemical species. Konikow (1977) developed a 

solute-transport model to predict the movement of dissolved chloride from industrial 

wastes discharged into unlined ponds. He combined a finite-difference solution to the 

fluid flow equation with the method-of-characteristics solution to the solute-transport 

equation (both methods are described in detail in his paper). Many studies have util

ized the concentration of the stable isotope oxygen-IS, which often is characteristic to 

3. specific region, to study the flow patterns of the fluid in a system (e.g. Giggenbach et 

aI., 19S3; Payne and Yurtsever, 1974; Panichi et 301., 1974; Stahl and Aust, 1974). 

Other studies have concentrated on the effects of heat on the 

precipitatio.n/dissolution of a chemical spec~es within a geothermal sy~tem: Kand~pa' 

and Vetter (19S1) developed a semi-empirical model which can predict sulfate precipi

tation due to injection of cool water into a geothermal system. Several studies which 

used simulated experimental models coupling transient Sow behavior and kinetic reac

tions discuss the effects of silica precipitation and permeability reduction (Keith et 301., 

19S3; Moore et al., 19S1; ltoi et 301., 19S4). ltoi et al. (19S5) developed a mathematical 

model of permeability reduction due to exploitation of a geothermal system using fluid' 

Sow equations, silica concentrations and equations for the kinetic reactions of silica, 

combined with the Kozeny-Stein equation (Camp, 1964) for permeability. 

The third approach to studying and modeling geothermal systems is by numerical 

solutions to fluid and heat flow equations, enabling the pressure and temperature to be 

documented as functions of time. Moet commonly a hydrological model of the system 

being studied is developed by utilizing available geological and geophysical data. 

Boundary conditions, discretization schemes and initial input parameters are deter

mined from the hydrological model and applied to the numerical code. Several numeri

cal codes have been developed in the past decade, and used to predict geothermal 

reservoir behavior under various types of conditions. Sorey (1975) developed a three-

Jr· .. 'J1 
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dimensional single-phase finite-difference code for ftuid and heat transport; he applied 

this to the Long Valley, California geothermal region to study the natural convection 

within the system. Mercer et, al. (1915) developed a single-phase finite-element code 

which was £lien applied to the Wairakei, New Zealand geothermal region and a match 

between field data and the calculated da.ta achieved. BodvanIIOn (1982) developed a 

single phase, integrated finite-difference method to 101ve the heat and mass transport 

equations, including the pressure and temperature dependancy of density and the temo 

perature dependancy of viscosity, expansivity and compressibility. He applied the code 

to the geothermal system at Kraft a, Iceland by simulating individual wells to find a 

match with the well-teet data. Lippman and Bodv&r8lOn (1985) combined a detailed 

hydrological review, a numerical model of the natural state of the system and numeric 

ell 801utions to various production states using the code described above to develop a 

comprehensive model of the Heber geothermal system in Southern California. Several 
'. 

studies have utilized single-phase numerical codes to study free convection in geother

mal systems (Cheng, Yeung and Lu, 1916; Elder, 1966; Rana, Horne and Cheng, 1918) 

Numerical simulators for two-phase flow in high-temperature, vapor dominated sy~ , 

tems have also been developed (eg: Coats, 1911; Toronyi and Farouq Ali, 1975; Faust 

and Mercer, 1919; Garg et aI., 1915; Luseter et aI., 1915, Pruess, 1919). These simula

tors have been used to model the behavior of two-phase and vapor dominated fields 

(eg. Moench, 1976) as well as to predict the convective heat tran$fer near plutons 

(KaDg and Ahern, 1984; Cathles 1977; Norton and Knight, 1911). These wil.l not be 

reviewed in detail, as the present work is mostly interested with single-phase systems. 

The fourth approach to modeling the behavior of geothermal systems combines 

all three or the above approaches, utilizing every aspect of systems modeling to achieve 

the most comprehensive representation of the system as is possible. This involves 

developing a detailed hydrological model of a system from all available geological, geo

physical and lithological data. Numerical solutions to the heat and mass transport 

equations, as well as solute transport equations are developed. Boundary conditions 

for the chemical species, pressure and temperature are set by the conceptual model. 

The behavior of the geothermal system is modeled by matching well-test data, 

t 
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downhole temperatures and pressures. The reservoir volume, permeability and possi

bly the amount and zones of recharge can then be established. As numerical codes 

have become more complex and solution techniques upgraded, the integrated 

hydrologic&t-pressure-temperature- chemistry approach has become more credible lUld 

probably the most reliable method for aasessing the potential of geothermal systems. 

accurate solutions to geothermal models is logical. 

Although not as common, a few studies have been completed utilizing an 

integrated pressure-temperature-chemistry approach to modeling hydrological systems. 

Norton and Taylor (1979) combined chemical and isotopic transport equations with 

maa and heat transport in a finite dift'erence code. Pressure and temperature were 

solved as the dependent variables and were used in turn, to solve the oxygen-18 varia.

tions in plagioclase. The density wu also calculated u a function of temperature and 

pressure. They applied the model to the Skaergaard intrusion aCter developing lUl 

exteDsi~e geological and ~ geophysical background ftom which the initial lUld bounda,ry 

conditions were formulated. The calculated oxygen-18 and the measured oxygen-18 

were in excellent agreement for all three of the major rock U:.nits. Li et a1. (1982) 

developed a mathematical model which describes the behavior of a hot water geother

mal system accompanied by dissolution/precipitation of silica. The fluid flow, thermal 

energy and solute transport equations were solved using a Galerkin finite-element 

method for spacial derivatives and implicit finite dift'erence method is used for the time 

derivatives. Parmentier (1981) developed a finite-difference code solving mass, h,eat and 

oxygen-IS transport in a porous medium. Density was treated as a function of tem

perature and pressure. Oxygen-I8 transport included convective transport as well as 

kinetic reactions between the rock and water, and oxygen diffusivity in feldspars. Par

mentier used the model to study oxygen-I8 depletion near igneous intrusions being 

cooled by groundwater convection. 

Until recently, a large problem with integrated solute transport equations was the 

numerical diffusion introduced in the first order finite-difference modeling. Higher order 

modeling would reduce the error but could also cause large oscillations near fronts. Lai 

(1985) developed an integrated method which utilizes a second order Godunov scheme 
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with monotonized upwind central differencing and operator splitting. By use of opera

tor splitting, the convection terms· are solved by an explicit upwind central difference, 

method modeled alter Van Leer (1977) and the diffusion terms are solved by an impli

cit central difference method. Lai reports negligible numerical diffusion nor oscillations, 

and obtained an excellent match between calculated and obse"ed data for field data 

from Ellidaar, Iceland. 

Of all the work reviewed, silica and oxygen-IS were the only chemical components 

included in an integrated pressure-temperature-chemical numerical model. But' for 

many geothermal systems being studied, data is also available on several other chemi

cal components. For example, chloride concentrations were recorded at the Selfoss 

geothermal area from 1965 to 1980 (Figure 1). At the Laugarnes geothermal area in 

Iceland, silica, chloride, sulfates, fluoride, carbon dioxide, and total dissolved solids 

were recorded over a period of ten years (Hettling, 19S4). Chloride concentrations 

from .the Wairekei geothermal field in New Zealand have been recorded (Figure'2). At 

the La Primavera geothermal field, in Mexico, a chemical history of the fluids including 

the silica, boron, and sulfate concentrations; were recorded from 19S0 through 19S2 

(Figure 3). To best utilize all the available data on a.geothermal system, an integrated 

hydrological-pressure-temperature-chemistry numerical .code which, can. handle several 

different chemical species needs to be developed. As a first step towards this goal, a 

review on the chemistry of pure liquid geothermal systems is necessary. 

... 
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2.2 CHEMISTRY OF LOW-TEMPERATURE.GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS 

The main purpose of a review of the chemistry of liquid geothermal systems is to 

gain insight into the best chemical species to include in a modeling scheme. For best 

results a background on the behavior of the common chemical species found in liquid

dominated fields is necessary before chooeiDg which species to model. Once the chemi

cal species are chosen, an indepth review of their behavior is essential. 

Due to the different geologic settings ,of geothermal systems, each system will 

have an assemblage of chemical components unique to its history and setting. Some 

systems contain only ground waters of meteoric origin, while others near the coast may 

be fed by eeawater or a mixture o( meteoric water and seawater. Still other systems 

may contain connate water (foesil marine water). The heat source, it magmatic, can 

add fluids containing a wide assortment of chemical comp<>nents. The ho~ geother~al 

waters may react with their host' rocks, dissolving components such as silica and altere 

ing primary minerals to (orm new mineral suites .. 

Although the range of chemical.components in a 8uid may be very complex, cer

tain components are common to moet systems. These include oxygen-IS, silica, 

chloride, deuterium, calcium and sodium; less abundant but still common to many 

systems are potassium, magnesium, boron, 8uoride carbonates, and sulfate. Kinetic 

reactions and rate constants as functions of temperature and pressure are not well

known for any of the components listed above, except for silica and oxygen-IS. This 

makes it difficult to determine whether or not a component is in chemical equilibrium. 

However, if the solubilities of the minerals containing a chemical component are low 

and equilibrium rates are very slow, the kinetic reactions of the species will not be 

significant over small time ranges (i.e. < 100 yrs). Also, if the species is not chemically 

active with other chemical components in solution or in the surrounding rock, and the 

oxidation/reaction reactions in a medium range of pH (4.0 - 9.0) are not strong, the 

component may be considered "non-reactive" or conservative. For the purposes of 

modeling the behavior of these components, kinetic/diffusion effects can be ignored. A 

, 
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mixing model to simulate the non-reactive chemical components can be assumed, 

accounting for convective transport only. 

Hem (1970) reviews the behavior of all the chemical components characteristic to 

natural w'ters. From this review it was possible to choose which components could be 

considered non-reactive, and included in a mixing model scheme. The stable isotope 

deuterium, when in aolution, does not interact significantly with the surrounding coun

try rock and is chemically stable in aolution at low temperatures « 200· C). With 

these characteristics, it is a good candidate for a conse"ative model. Chloride ions do 

not enter significantly into oxidation/reduction reactions; they also do not form 

important aolute complexes with other ions and are not significantly adaorbed onto 

mineral surfaces. Circulation of chloride ions is largely through physical processes, 

making it an excellant choice Cor a mixing model scheme. Boron and sulfate are 

slightly more chemically active but also appear to be good candidates for a mixing 

model. Sulfate ions require specific biological factors to be present before entering into 

oxidation/reduction reactions and are chemically stable in aerated water. Boron is 

generally found in minerals resistant to chemical attack and is chemically stable in 

natural waters. Fluoride is generally stable in natural waters, but can form strong 

aolute complexes with many ionic and is contained by aome very aoluble minerals. 

Some error might incur if it is U8umed a conservative species, but the error is likely to 

be insignificant. 

The cations of calcium (Ca2+), magnesium (Mg2+), and sodium (Na+) are all sub

ject to cation-exchange (calcium the mOISt, magnesium the least), which can have con

siderable affect on the concentration of the species in water. Calcium is very pH sensi

tive, precipitating as CaC~ readily at higher values of pH. Magnesium is much less 

likely to precipitate out of solutioD, and !Odium will only precipitate at very high con

centrations (> 100,000 ppm). Therefore, although not completely conse"ative, the 

cations Mg2+ and Na+ can be modeled in a non-reactive scheme, given the possibility 

that slight error may result. Calcium is likely not to be a dependable choice for a con

se"ative species since it is so chemically active. Potassium ions are also not a good 

candidate for a conservative model, as they are difficult to liberate from silicate 
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minerals, and are readily re-adsorbed. Also, the narrow range in concentration of 

potusium Cound in natural systems suggests a. significant chemical control mechanism, 

but not enough is known for any calculations to be made. 

The kinetic and diffusion reactions Cor oxygen~ 18 between water and host rock 

ha.ve been studied by several authors. Oxygen-I8 exchange between Celdspar and wa.ter 

was analyzed by Yund and Anderson (1974, 1979), and O'Neil and Taylor (1967). 

O'Neil et al. (1969), and Northrop and Clayton (1966) have studied fractionation of 

oxygen-18 in carbonate-water systems. O'Neil and, Taylor, (1969) covered kinetic 

exchange between muscovite and water; O'Neil and Kharaka (1976) studied exchange 

between clays and water. Oxygen-18 exchange in quartz-water systems haa been atu~ 

died by Clayton et 1.1. (1972). Gilleti et al. (1978) and Gilleti and Anderson (1975) stu~ 

died oxygen-18 diffusion in feldspar/water and mica/water systems. In most of the 

studies mentioned above the authors have develope~ teD;1perature ud/or I!ressure 

dependent equations to describe the kinetic and diffusive reactions from the experimen.;, 

tal results. 

Kinetic and diffusive reactions have also been studied for silica. Rimstidt and 

Barnes (1980) and Bohlman.et a1. (1980) have studied the k,inetica of siliclt-wa.ter reac

tions and developed temperature/pressure dependent relationships to describe the 

results. Fournier and Potter (1982) and Fournier et al. (1982) stlldied the solubility of 

qua.rtz in water and sodium chloride solutions. Robinson (1982) has reviewed both the 

kinetic and diffusive behavior of silica, as well as providing a detailed overview of simi

lar studies. 

Due to the availability of informatioD on silica and oxygen-18 it is possible to, 

design a more detailed model to simulate their behavior in a geothermal system. The 

model could include traDsport due to convection, dispersioD, kinetic reactions and 

l!IOurces/sinks. To pave the way Cor the development of this model, an in depth review 

of the behavior ot silica aDd oxygeD-18 are provided. 

I; 
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Behavior ot Silica 

Silicon (Si) is the second most abundant element in the earth's crust. It is the 

primary building unit for most of the minerals comprising igneous and metamorphic 

rocks. It ~ present in almost all rocks and most natural waters. Silica is primarily 

deposited in four different forms: quartz (crystalline silica), cr-erystobalite, ~rysto

balite, and amorphous or microcrystalline silica (eg., chert, flint, chalcedony, jasper). 

Quartz is the primary form found in igneous rocks and usually constitutes the major

ity of the grains in most sandstone!. It is the most resistant form of silica, crystallizes 

at lower temperatures and remains stable through a wider temperature and pressure 

range. The cristobalites and microcrystalline forms are less stable and more soluble in 

water. 

The rate law describing the deposition/diaeolution or silica is dependent on which 

form of sili~a is deposited/dissolved. It is a.function of temperature and pressure, but· 

according to Fournier and Potter (1982), the pressure ·effects are small relative to'the 

temperature effects and may be neglected without significantly affecting the results. 

Therefore, the rate law describing the kinetic reactions of silica may be written (Robin

son, 1982): 

de = kl [~ ](Ceq 
- C) 

dt V (1) 

where C is the silica concentration, kl is the rate constant, and AfV is the surface area 

open to reaction per volume of system. The rate constant, kl, is a function of tem

perature and can be written (Rimstidt and Barnes, 1982): 

[ ~A -] kl=exp T+B (2) 

where A = 9410.7, B = 0.90261, and T is the temperature in • K. 

The equilibrium constant, ceq , for silica is predominently a function of tempera

ture, slightly of pressure (which, as discussed above, will be neglected). Fournier and 

Potter (1982) developed a· series of equations for the equilibrium silica concentration 



over a wide range oC temperatures and pressures based on experimental data. The 

equations descriptive Cor the temperature range of 25· to 300· C (liquide 8uid systems) 

are listed Cor each Corm oC silica in Table I. 

TABLE 1. Equations describing the equilibrium constant Cor each form of silica 

(Temperature, T, is in degrees Kelvin). 

Form ot .mea' 

Amorphous silica 

Quartz 

o-cristobolite 

tH:ristoboli te 

Equation tor C--

( 
10<0.111 -., .... x U'" T -14O.1/T) ) 

6 x 10· 
fir 

". 

( 

10(1.811 - 2.021 x lo-t T.- 16eO.O/T) ) 
6 x 10· 

. Pr 

, 

( 

10(-0.0321 - _.2/T) ) 
6 X 10· 

, Pr 

6 x 10' (..;;,I..;.,O<_-O_.2-'~p,-~_7_ga_.5_/T_) ) 

Silica transport may also occur by chemical diffusion, described by: 

dC 
-=PrDVC 
dt 

where D is the coefficient oC dispersion and Pr is the density oC the ftuid. 

(3) 



Behavior or Oxygen-18 

Oxygen-18 e80) and oxygen-16 (ISO) are both isotopes of oxygen; 11'0 is much 

more common, constituting approximately 99.76% of all oxygen. Craig (1963) noted 

that the ratio of lSO/U'O of the water in a system is dependent on many factors, 

including fluid phase (gaseous, liquid or solid), latitude and elevation, siting a trend of 

progressive depletion of the heavy isotope esO) with distance. from the tropical seas. 

These dependancies are primarily due to the temperature and pressure effects on the 

fractionation of the isotopes. The heavy isotope will preferentially enter into the con

densed forms of water (rain and snow) with enrichment of ISO in the remining vapor. 

Thus, as water is evaporated from the sea and moves inland, it becomes steadily 

enriched in ISO .. the 1'0 leaves with the precipitation. Because of this; a fluid's 

oxygen-IS content will be characteristic o( ita source and may be useful in determining 

flow paths within a system. 

Oxygen-18 is usually measured in terms of its "del value," defined by: 

[
ISO) [ ISO) 
~ m ... - 1i() SMOW 

[ 
180 ) 
11'0 SMOW 

x lOS 0/00 (permil) (4) 

where eSOjISO)m ... is the measured value, and eSOjlSO)SMOW is the value for stan

dard mean ocean water. The SMOW standard is based on a hypothetical water sam

ple with an isotopic ratio of oxygen similar to an average sample of ocean water with a 

value of 0.0 per mil. Thus, the per mil value of the oxygen-18 becomes more negative 

with distance inland from the sea and ranges between -7.0 and -11.0 in m.06t regions. 

Like silica, oxygen-18 within the ftuid will react with .the oxygen of the host rock 

by intersurCace reactions. The rate law for the interface reactions is predominantly 

dependent upon temperature (A.H. Truesdell, personal communication, March 1986). 

It also depends upon the crystallinity of the system, the rock type, and the average 

grain size or the rocks. Thus, an understanding of the lithology of the system is neces

sary to describe the rate of kinetic reactions. According to Cole (1983), the rate law 



Cor the kinetic reactions of oxygenG 18 in water may be written: 

(5) 

where rl is the rate constant, W is moles of oxygen in water, S is moles of oxygen in 

solid, A is the total surface area of reaction, 0 is the fractionation factor, subscript 1 is 

oxygen-16, subscript 2 is oxygen 18, and superscript eq is the equilibrium value. 

Finally, since oxygen-18 makes up a(very small part of the total amount of oxygen in 

theftuid and 0 is generally near unity, the following·approximation will be used in the 

present study: 

(WI + OSI) ~ (W + S) , totalmolesofoxygeninthesystem. 

All mentioned earlier, oxygen-18 ia moat orten measured as .. del value; therefore, 

it would most useful to get the rate law in the "del" form. In terms of the par~eters 

W, S, SI, WI, W2; S2; the del value is: 

(6) 

Therefore, 

(7a.) 

(7b) 

and 

(8) 
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We also have 

d6~~ = ( S ~ W JA . r, (6110r''- 6180,) (9) 

The rate constant is defined by (Cole et &I., 1985): 

r, = exp [-~ + w 1 (10) 

where A' and B' are constants dependent on the type of rock/fluid system (see Table 

2 for the values of the constants for each rock/fluid system included in the present 

study). 

TABLE 2. Temperature dependant functions for the rate and equilibrium con

stants of oxygen-18 of each rock/fluid system. 

Rock 
log rl 

Source 
~R~ 

(T in • C) 
Source 

(T in K) 

Basalt/seawater -2520/T - 4.80 

Basalt/water -2520/T - 4.80 

Granite/seawater -2000/T - 4.15 

Granite/water -l300/T - 5.73 

Quartz/water -1250/T - 6.55 

Calcite/water -2250/T - 3.35 

Dolomite/water -2500/T - 2.75 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

-O.01463T + 7.85 

-0.052T + 15.2 

-O.075T + 23.5 

-O.070T + 23.5 

-O.05T + 22.0 

-0.038T + 18.1 

-0.046T + 21.4 

1 

2 

2 

2 

3 

4 

5 



Sources 

(1) Cole et al., 1986 

(2) Cole, 1983 

(3) Clayton et al., 1972 

(4) O'Neil, 1963 

(5) Northrop and Clayton, 1975 

The total surface area oC reaction, A, varies slightly between rock types due to 

the different grain geometries characteristic oC the rock type. According to Cole et a1. 

(1983), Cor rock types with predominantly spherical grains (basalts, granites, quartz), 

the surface area of reaction is (in meters): 

(Ha) 

and Cor carbonates: 

A = (bh) [ MR 1 = 3V(I-~); 
PRbh(2w). w 

(Ub) 

where MR is the mass oC the solid, pR is the density of the solid, V is the total volume 

of the sample, and w is the average grain radius (or one half the average grain width in 

the case of the carbonates). 

The equilibrium value can be expressed by 

[6110,: - t.d~ + f .61'0/ ) 

1 + W 
S 

(12a) 

where ~R~ is the equilibrium isotopic Cractionation value, 6180 r
i is the initial oxygen-

18 measurement in rock, and D180ri is the initial oxygena 18 meuurement oC the 8uid. 

In a most geothermal system, the value Cor W /S is less than 0.1 and equation 12a 

may be simplified to: 
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(12b) 

without significant error. From equation 12b, the importance of the amount of 

oxygen-18 .~ithin the rock on the equilibrium oxygen-18 content is apparent. The 

618~ content varies greatly between different rock types. Table 3 lists the typical 

range of 618~ for each rock type included in the presented study. 

TABLE 3. Oxygen-18 contents of the rock types included in the present work. 

(Source: Henley,Truesdell and Barton, 1984) 

Rock Type Oxysen-18 (pel' mU) 

Granite 10 - 25 

Carbonates 10 - 20 

Basalts 5 - 10 

Quartz 10 - 25 

The equilibrium rock/ftuid fractionation value is a function of temperature and is 

dependent upon the rock/ftuid system. In most studies on oxygen-18 fractionation, the 

results are not expressed in terms of the ~RW value, but as the isotopic fractionation 

factor. The "per mil" fractionation, or loalno, is often a linear or approximate linear 

function of temperature over small temperature ranges. According to Friedman and 

O'Neil (1977), the "per mil" fractionation can be approximated by the rock/ftuid frac-

tionation: 

or 

(13) 



Therefore, the results of studies on the equilibrium "curves between the -"per mil" 

fractionation value and temperature were used in this study to express the equilibrium 

rock/fluid fractionation value as a linear function of temperature. Figure 4 shows the 

equilibrium" curve for each rock/fluid system and, referring back to Table 2, the linear 

temperature functions usumed in this study are listed. Inspecting the curves in Figure 

4, indicates that the use of a linear temperature function over small temperature 

ranges should not introduce a significant amount of error. However, most of the stu

dies on the fractionation of oxygen were performed at high temperatures; it is assumed 

in the present work that the curves can be extrapolated to lower temperatures. Also, 

due to the lack of information available on several of the rock/fluid systems, some 

approximations were necessary. Specifically, for basalt/water the temperature function 

of the kinetic rate constant was not av aila.b Ie, therefore the same function as for the 

basalt/seawater rate constant was asaume~. Information on the equilibrium 

rock/wate"r fractionation value, ~R~' for a granite/seawater system was not available. 

As a substitute, the function for a felsic rock/water system was incorporated into the 

kinetic transport equations. As a result of these approximations, modeling the kinetic 

transport within a basalt/water or granite/seawater system will not be as accurate as 

in the other rock/8uid systems. 
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3~O DEVELOPMENT OF NUMERICAL CODE 

To develop the numerical method used in this paper, the code PTe (Lai, 1985) 

was expanded to include transport modeling of nonGreactive chemical components and 

the transport of oxygenG l8. PTC is aD integrated pressure--temperature--chemistry 

numerical code capable of modeling tWc>dimensional ftuid, heat and silica transport in 

fractured porous media. A combination of the second order Godunov method and 

operator splitting is utilized to solve the convection-diffusion-type equations. The code 

PTC was originally developed from PT (Bodv &rS8On , 1982), a numerical code for 

modeling three-dimensional transport of ftuid and heat. 

The newly expanded code PTCC utilizes the method developed by Lai to simuG 

late the transport of oxygen-IS and the nonGfeactive species. To describe the develo~ 

ment of PTCC, the governing equations for ftuid, heat, and chemical transport are· 

presented. A review of the-numerical formulation of the governing equations for"ftuid 

and heat transport used in PT, and the modifications of PT introduced by Lai (1985) 

in developing PTC follow. Finally, a section on the additions made to PTC in develop

ing. PTCC, as well as an account of the performance. of the expanded code are 

presented. 

3.1 GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

To model the heat, ftuid and chemical transport for a single-phase geothermal 

system, the basic lawsoC,conservation need to be.introduced. 

ConservatioD of Mau 

Consider a region, R, of a geologic forma.tion, saturated with a liquid ftuid and 

conta.ining a. fixed subregion, V (Figure 5). The rate of change of the mass of 8uid 

within V can be expressed as 

dMr.="J cS( tPPr) dY + J G.AY 
dt v cSt V r'"' 

(14) 



.,. 

Figure 5. Sketch showing region R, with subregion V, and unit normal Ii 
(after Lai, 1985). 
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where M is the total mass of 8uid within V, 4; is the porosity, Gf is the mass genera,.. 

tion rate per unit volume within V and t is time. The left hand term in Eq. 14 is the 

total mau 80w rate acroes the boundaries of V and can be expressed as a surface 

integral by 

~; == J A PrVd . iidA (15) 

where ii is the outward unit normal vector; dA is the elemental surrace area and Vel is 

the 8uid velocity; The 8uid velocity can be"calculated by Darcy'S Law: 

Vel - -=!.(vP + pri) 
II 

(16) 

where Ie is the intrinsic permubility, II> is the dynamic viacoeity, P is the pressure and 

i is the acceleration due to gravity. Substituting (15) into Eq. 14 and rearranging, we 

have-

According to the divergence theorem, the first term on the right-hand side may 

be written as 

(18) 

Substituting this back into (17), we have the integral form of the continuity equation: 

(19) 

Conservation or Energy 

Considering the same region R, with subregion, V, the rate of change of energy 

within V may be written as 

dE == J [cS(4;prCr) + 6((l-4;)Prcr) ]TdV + f G dV 
dt v cSt cSt V H 

(20) 



where subscripts f and r refer to fluid and rock respectively, c is the specific heat, T is 

the temperature and E is the total amount of energy within subregion V. The total 

energy flow rate, (dEJdt), across the boundaries of V, is composed of the heat flux due 

to convectiobO and the heat flux due to conduction. By Fourier's Law for h"1.t flow, the 

conductive flux term can be described by 

(21) 

where K t is the effective thermal conductivity of the subregion V. The convective flux 

is described by 

(22) 

Substituting (21) and (22) into Eq. 20 gives 

(23) 

= I [6(~prCr) + 6«1 - ~)Prcr) ] . TdV + I OwlV 
v 6t 6t v 

Once again, the divergence theorem may be used to transform the surface 

integrals into volume integrals. Applying the theorem and rearranging terms gives the 

energy equation in integral form: 

f [6(¢JprCr) + 6«1 - ~)Prcr} ]TdV 
v 6t 6t 

(24) 

Conservation or Chemical Species 

To develop the solute equation, a similar method as was taken for the mass and 

energy equation can be applied. A mass balance of the chemical species over subregion 

V can be expressed as 

des = Iv 6(¢JprCS) dV + f GrCS,dV 
dt 6t v 

(25) 



where- CS is the concentration of the solute, CSr is the concentration of the solute 

within the ftuid being generated. The rate of change in concentration of the chemical 

species, (dCS/dt), consists of chemical ftux due to dispersion and ftux due to convec~ 

tion. These inay be expressed as 

(261,) 

and 

(26b) 

where 0 is the coeficient of dispersion. 

As was done for the ene_rgy equation, we first take the total ftux across the boune 

daries of V, and apply the divergence theorem to transform the surface integrals into 

volume integrals. After substituting these back into the original equation, we have the 

integral form of t~e solute transport equation: 

(27) 

where Dij is the dispersion tensor necessary for the two-dimensional system. 

3.2 NUMERICAL FORMULATION 

Well-test data on geothermal systems usually provide the'temperature, pressure 

and chemical concentrations within the system. In the governing equations developed 

above, these will be considered the primary dependant variables. In developing PT, 

Bodvarsson (1982) took into account the temperature and/or pressure dependance o( 

the density, viscosity, compressibility and expansivity. These are considered the secon

dary dependant variables and are calculated after the temperature and pressure have 

been solved (or, using the equations of state for water and rock. The equations of 

state may be written: 

.. 



For the fluid, 

1 6Pr 
13r= --

Pr 6P T 

1 6Pr 
"Yr= ---

Pr IT p 

For the rock, 

where 13 = compressibility, and "Y = expansivity. 

·31-

(28a) 

(28b) 

The density of the fluid is dependant. on temperature and preSS)1re lLndis calcu': 

lated by (Buscheck, 1980; Bodvar8S0"n, 1982): 

Pr = A(T) + B(T) . C(P) (29) 

The functions A(T), B(T), and C(P) are given in Appendix A. 

Viscosity is considered only a function of temperature, and the pressure effects are 

neglected. The equation for the viscosity of the fluid is written (Bodvarsson, 1982): 

(30) 

where al = 2.414 x 10-6 ,a:z = 247.8, and aa = 133.15. 

The specific heats for the fluid and the rock are considered constant, as is the 

effective thermal conductivity. For the three-dimensional code PT, Bodvarsson (1982) 

transformed the integral form of the governing equations for fluid and heat into 

numerical notation and used the integrated finite difference method (Edwards, 1972; 

Sorey, 1975; Narasimhan and Witherspoon, 1976), for their solution. 

In numerical notation the mass equation becomes 

(31) 



and the ene~~ equation becomes 

[(pe)mV] ~TD = E [ (I<t
A

)D.m (Tm - Ta) 
D ~t III OD,m + Dm•1i 

(32) 

tJ\and "'Yt. are the total compressibility and total thermal expansivity, respectively, a.nd 

are wri~ten as 

"'Yt, = "'Yr + "'Yr 

(331.) 

(~3b) 

The equations are solved for a node, n, connected to an. arbitrary number of nodes, m. 

0D.m and Dm.D represent the distance from nodes nand m to the interface between the 

two nodes (Figure 6). 

The code utilizes an upstream weighting technique for the interface temperatures. 

The implicit formulation used incorporates an option to use a Cully implicit, Cully expJiD 

cit or intermedia.ry scheme by specifying the weighting factor, &p, a.s a value between 0 

and 1: 

fully explicit 

fully implicit. 

ap =·0.5 Crank-Nicholson 

The spacial gradients are estimated by a linear approximation. The permeability and 

thermal conductivity of the matrix are calculated using a harmonic mean to ensure 

continuity of 8ux at the interface. For a more detailed description of the code see 

Bodvarsson (1982). 



Figure 6. Sketch of mesh structure with node n connected to m surrounding 
nodes separated by a distances of Dn•m and Dm•n• respectively I and 
interface area. of A (Bodvarsson, 1982). 
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To solve the mass' and heat equations (31 and 32, respectively), they are com~ 

bined and solved simultaneously in a single matrix equation of the form 

[A] {x} = b (34) 

The vector {x} contains the unknowns vP and VT; the vector {b} contains the 

known explicit quantities. The matrix [AI contains the coefficients, which in general 

are functions of temperature and preasure, hence making the equations non-linear. 

The'sets of equations are solved using,an efficient direct solver (Duff; 1977) and an

iterative scheme for the non-linear coefficients. 

In modifying PT and adding silica transport to the code, Lai (1985) utilized an 

operator splitting technique to enable the governing equations for chemical and heat 

transport to be solved in two fractional steps. As seen by (29) aDd (27) the equations 

for hea.t and chemical transport are of identical form and can be solved by the same 

method. ~fore these equations are solved, the 'equations for'Darey velocity (Eq. 16) 

and continuity (Eq. 19) are combined to calculate the pressure field, using the 

integrated finite difference method of the original code PT. 

Then, the energy and chemical transport convection-diffusion type equations are 

solved in two steps. The first step neglects the diffusion and source terms, and leaves 

for the energy and chemical species equations, respectively: 

(351.) 

and 

(3Sb) 

where 
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These equations are solved by the explicit, monotonized, upwind/centra,l differencing 

method developed by Van Leer (1977) and expanded by Colella (1984). [See Lai (1985) 

for a description of this method.] 

The second step solves the diffusion and source terms, neglecting the convection 

term. For the energy and chemical species, the diffusion/ source equations to be solved 

are 

(36a) 

and 

J v6c ~S dV = J v<v . PrDIjVCS)dV + J vClm(CS. - CS)dV (36b) 

These equations are solved by the integrated finite difference method. When the' 

pressure, temperature and chemistry have been calculated, the water and rock proper

ties are updated. This procedure is repeated until the solution converges. The conver

gence criteria is set by 

[ 
>'Dew - >'old 1 < T>. 

>'old max 
(37) 

where>. refers to P,T, or C; T>. is the specified residue constant, and "max" refers to 

the maximum value over the entire mesh. 

3.3 CODE MODIFICATION 

In the present study, the code PTe was expanded to include transport of "non

reactive" chemical components and the stable isotope oxygen-18. Diffusion transport is 

assumed negligible, and the kinetic reactions for the non-reactive species are not 

significant within the temperature range of interest in this study. Therefore, the 

governing equation describing this behavior can be written 
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J 6(tPPrCS) dV = -J ~CS· iidV + f Gf"S....1V "cSt APr d v r-' f'A 
(3S) 

The convection term (first term on right-hand side), is solved by the explicit, monotone 

ized, upwindi'central differencing method as developed by Lai (19S5). The source term 

is solved by implicit central differencing. 

Included in the source term for the oxygenclS transport is the exchange due to 

the kinetic reactions between the rock and water Cor oxygen-IS. After the pressure, 

temperature and oxygen-IS transport due to convection are calculated, and the equae 

tion oC state parameters are updated, a subroutine is called to calculate the change in 

oxygen-IS in the water due to kinetic reactions, over one time step. The oxygen-IS 

value is then updated, and the solutions Cor all the primary dependant variables are 

checked for convergence before initiating the next time step. 

The subroutine incorporates the option to evaluate oxygen-l~ transpor,t Cor· 

several rock/water systems. These include basalt/seawater; basalt/water, 

granite/seawater, granite/water, clay/water and quartz sandstone/water. The equa

tions for oxygenolS transport described in the section on the chemistry oC lOWe 

temperature fields- must be transCormed into a numerical Corm Cor evaluation in the 

subroutine as Collows: 

(~+1_ V~ + (T )6,') 
(1 + ~) 

(39) 

where cS is an abreviated Corm used Cor 6180. At the beginning of each call, W, S, A, rl 

, and 'V'R~ .are updated using the most recent temperature, porosity and density data. 



A listing of the subroutine is given in Appendix S, along with a description of the 

input parameters and variables. 

3.4 PERFORMANCE OF THE CODE 

To evaluate the performance of the code, simple transport problems are simu

lated, and the results compared with known analytical solutions. Performance tests 

for silica transport have already been completed by Lai (1985). To test the non

reactive species transport, a three-node, one-dimensional problem is selected (Figure 7). 

The volumes of the two outer nodes are very large, holding the pressure, temperature 

and chemical concentrations of these nodes constant. A pressure gradient is induced 

between the nodes by assigning a pressure of 40 bars to node 1 and 20 bars to node 3. 

The concentration in the second node is initially zero; the concentration in the first 

node is C1 = 1.0. The analytical solution describing the concentration within node 2 ( 

C2 ) as a function of time is written: 

C, = D. [1- .-[ :~,I' 1 (40) 

where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to nodes one and two. Table 4 contains the solutions 

for a specific time for both the analytical and numerical methods; the results show an 

excellent match. 
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Three node mesh used in testing transport of the nonoreactive 
chemical components. 
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TABLE 4. 

Tim~ "(year) 

0.IS93 

0.3431 

0.51S4 

1.4371 

Performance test of conservative species transport using the code 

PTCC. 

Analytical Solution Numerical Solution 

0.764S 0.7650 

0.9279 0.92S0 

0.9S11 0.9S13 

0.9999 0.9999 

To test the performance of the code Cor the kinetic reactions of oxygen-IS, a sin

gle element model is selected, eliminating convection. Temperature and pressure are 

assumed constant. The rate and equilibrium constants are both functions of tempera.

ture and will remain constant for a constant temperature. The total moles of oxygen

IS in the fluid, W, the total moles of oxygen-IS in the solid, S, for the systems, and the 

total surface area of the grains, A, are all dependent on the densities of water and 

rock," porosity, and the volume of the system. These parameters do not vary 

throughout the problem, therefore W, S, A will also remain constant. The analytical 

solution is linear and solved in one step: 

(41) 

where Y = (\v + S)/WS. 

In Eq. 41, the initial ~8 and 6,t8 remain constant. In the numerical method, the 

initial ~8 and 6r
18 are updated after each time step. Although this method is more 

consistent with the kinetic reactions of oxygen-IS in an actual system, it is not con

sistent with the analytical solution. To achieve a match with the analytical solution, 

the initial ~8 and 6r
18 must be held constant in the numerical method. The results of 

this procedure, presented in Table 5, show an excellant match with the results of the 

analytical method. 
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TABLE 5. Performance test on the kinetic reaction of oxygen-lS using the 

code PTCC. 

Time Analytical Linearized Numerical 

(years) Solution Solution 

6.3 -6.754 c6.755 

25.4 -4.024 -4.022 

31.9 -3.376 03.374 

17S.0 0.001 0.003 

3171.0 0.070 0.070 

It is also interestjng to examine how much of a difference updating the initial ~8 and 

6f
18 can make on the system. Figure S shows a comparison between the results of the 

analytical solution and the numerical solution (updating ~8 and 6r
I8). Measurements 

taken on a geothermal system of the oxygen-IS in the Buid are recorded with one 

decimal place accuracy or better, so the difference shown in the figure could introduce 

a substantial amount of error into a. numerical modeling scheme. 

As a second test on the performance of the numerical code in modeling the 

kinetic oxygen-IS transport, the time for a non-convecting, non-conducting system to 

reach equilibrium was examined. The numerical results for several temperatures were 

compared with the results obtained when using the equation given by Cole, (1983): 

t(sec) =. -In(I-Q)(W /S)(wpXr) . 
3(1+{W jS))rl(10 .... ) 

(42) 

to estimate the equilibrium time by hand calculation. (All parameters are as previously 

defined.) Determining the exact equilibrium time from the numerica.l results was 

difficult, as the change in 618 remains very small for many years before attaining equili

brium. To maintain a systematic approach, 10.... was chosen as the limit for the 

amount of change per time step. When the cbange per timestep became smaller than 

~ 
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this value, the-system was considered in isotopic equilibrium. Table 6 lists the results 

of each method; the comparison between the two methods of solution is quite good. 

TABLE 6. Comparison of the times to reach chemical equilbrium at va.rious tem

peratures between the results obtained by the code PTCC a.nd those ob

tained using the analytical equation developed by Cole (1983), for the 

time to reach chemical equilbrium at various temperatures. 

Temperature Rate coutant Time: analytical Time: PTCC 

(. C) (mola/m2 •• ) (Me) (Me) 

50 2.501 :Ie 10-13 1.46:1e 1013 0.43:1e 1013 

100 2.180 X 10-12 1.32 X 1012 0.5 X 1012 

ISO 1.750 x 10-11 2.10 X lOll 2.0 X 1011 

200 7.453 X 10-11 4.90 X 1010 4.7 X 1010 
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4.0 APPLICATIONS OF THE CODE 

4.1 SENSITIVITY STUDIES 

Before attempting to model a complex geothermal system, or applying the code to 

a field problem, it is very useful to perform a series of sensitivity studies to determine 

how certain parameters can affect chemical transport. The kinetic reactions of 

oxygen-l8 and silica in a. porous media were examined first. The study included the 

inftuence of the ~ype of rock/ftuid system on oxygen-l8 transport and the significance 

of the the average grain radius (or A/V in the case of silica), the porosity, the tempera

ture and the volume of a geothermal system on the kinetic reactions of both the 

oxygen-18 and silica. Second, the convective transport of a conservat~ve chemical 

specles 'was examined. The study used silica as the component, but since the kinetic 

reactions of silica were not considered in this part of the study, the results apply 

equally to any conservative component. The study included the significance of the 

porosity and volume on convective chemical transport. The method used in the sensi

tivity studies involved systematically varying each of these parameters while holding 

aU other parameters constant and noting the effects on the oxygen-18/silica transport. 

4.1.1 Approach 

To examine the transport of oxygen-18 and silica by kinetic reactions, a simple, 

single element model was developed, eliminating convective transport. The values for 

the field properties of the model, listed in Table 7a, are comparable to actual field pro

perties of many geothermal systems. The value for the average grain is characteristic 

of a fine-grain porous medium. Each parameter remains constant unless it is the one 

being studied. A basalt/water system was used in all the studies (excluding the 

rock/ftuid study), because the field examples reviewed later in the present work involve 

basalt/water systems. For the same reason, alpha-cristobalite was selected as the type 

of silica in the model. The initial oxygen-18 and silica in the ft uid are not in chemical 
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equilibrium at ihe given temperature of the model (see Ta.ble 78.). Tlius, at the start 

of the problem, the components begin to shift towards equilibrium, and the effects of 

the field parameters on this shift can be examined. 

The model developed to study convective transport of a chemical component in a 

porous media included a warm region (the field area) with cool recharge coming in 

from the top and side. Fluid is produced out of the warm region at 100 kg/s; the 

recharge amounts coming in from the top and side are equal (SO kg/s from each 

region). Table7b lists the values for the field properties assumed in the study. Once 

again, each parameter remains constant unless it is being studied. Alpha-cristobalite 

was used for the form of silica in the system. Figure 9 shows a sketch of the system. 

Although it is very simple, many low-temperature geothermal systems have similar 

patterns of recharge and field property values. 

TABLE 7a. Values of the parameters used in the single element model for the sensi

tivity studies of the kinetic reactions. 

Parameter" Value 

Volume 1 x 10Qm3 

Porosity 10% 

Permeability 1 x IO-H m2 

Temperature 125' C 

618 (initial) -8.0 per mil 

Silica (initial) 25 ppm 

w 0.0 x 10-4 

AjV 10.0 



• 1 

50 kg/s 

50 kg/s 
• 3 

100 kg/s • 2 

~------------~--~------~~ 

Figure 9. Sketch of three-node mesh used in sensitivity studies. 



TABLE 7b. Values of the parameters used in the model for the convective sensitivity 

studies. 

Parameter Value 

Volume (field) 1 x 10llm3 

Porosity 
10% 

Temperature 

(field) 125 ·C 

(top) sooC 

(side) 
75"C 

Silica 

(field) 184 ppm 

(top) 50 ppm 

(side) 84 ppm 

4.1.2 Study or kinetic reaction. 

Oxygen-IS 

The infiuence of the rock/fiuid system on the oxygen-18 transport was studied 

using the single element model described above. The oxygen-18 content is plotted 

against time for each rock/fluid system in Figure. 10. The same initial oxygen-IS con

tent in the rock (5.6 per mil) was used for all rock/fluid systems to more clearly see the 

differences in the kinetic transport between each system. A noticeable aspect of Figure 

10 is the different shape of the curves between the rock/fluid systems. The shapes of 

the curves are governed primarily by the kinetic rate constant and slightly by the 

value of the equilibrium constant. 
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The curves for the basalt/8uid systems .. are- linea.r, while the' curves for the 

dolomite/water and quartz/water -show a, steady curving drop before 8attening out 

towards the end of the thirty year period. This can be most clearly understood by 

referring to Table 8, which lists the values for the rate constant (as log rl ) and the 6r
eq 

at 150· C, for each rock/fluid system. The rate constants of the dolomite/wa.ter and 

quartz/water systems are much higher at this temperature than the basalt/ftuid sy&

terns. Thus, the basalt systems move much more slowly towards equilibrium. 

TABLE 8. Comparison of the equilibrium and rate constants between 

rock/ftuid systems at 125· C. 

Rock/fluid .y.tem &,eq (per mil) log 1'1 

Granite/seawater· -8.53 09.15 

Granite/water -8.53 -10.62" 

Calcite/water -1.75 -8.98 

Dolomite/water -10.05 -9.00 

Basalt/seawater -0.43 -11.10 

Basalt/water -3.35 -11.10 

The granite/seawater and calcite/water systems also have relatively high rate 

constants, but do not show the curvature of the dolomite/ and quartz/water systems. 

This-can be explained by the equilibrium constants of the different systems. The gran

ite systems-and calcite/water system are .very near their 6r values at the start of the 

problem. The high rate constants for the granite/seawater and calcite/water systems 

allow them to shift quickly towards equilibrium, causing the curves to almost immedi

ately ftatten out. In the case of granite/water, the proximity of the initial oxygen-18 

content of the system to the 6r at the start of the problem allows the system to shift 

rapidly to the equilibrium value, even though the value of the rate constant is very low 

at 125· C. 
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Another interesting aspect of Figure 10 is the affect of seawater versus pure water 

in the basalt and granite systems. According to the results, seawater in place of pure 

water has a significant effect on a basalt system but not on a granite system. This is 

most likely not true. As was discussed in section 2.2, the temperature function of the 

kinetic rate constant for a basalt/water system and of the equilibrium rock-water frac

tionation ( ~R~ ) for a granite/seawater system are not available. Therefore, the same 

rate constant for basalt/seawater was assumed for basalt/water, and the same ~R~ 

function for granite/water was assumed for granite/seawater. 

The values of 6r for the two basalt systems are significantly different. This is 

logical considering the much higher content of oxygen-l8 found in seawater than 

meteoric waters. However, inspecting the rate constants for the granite systems at 

125· C (see Table 8) also indicates a significant difference between the rate constants 

for systems of the same rock type but containin.g differing water types. This sqggests 

that seawater in place of water affects the rate at which a system shifts toward equili

brium as well as the equilibrium value. Therefore, assumptions made in section 2.2 

and mentioned above, could introduc~. errors when calculating the cSr
l8 transport. 

Before concluding the rock/8uid study it is necessary to point out the effect of 

the choice of eStlst , the initial oxygen-l8 content of the rock. As was mentioned above, 
, . 

the eStl8 was held constant between runs. However, actual oxygen-18 contents can 

differ greatly between rock types (see Table 3 for a list of the range in eStl8 for the rock 

types used in the present work). The initial value of eStlB significantly inBuences the 

6r of a system (see equation 12). Figure 11 compares the transport of oxygen-IS in a 

dolomite/water system with a eStlB' of 5.6 per mil to that of the same system with a cSrlB' 

of 15.0. The rate at which the two systems reach equilibrium is approximately the 

same, being governed by the rate constant, but the oxygen-IS content in the second 

system is now increasing. The figure helps to clarify that in most real systems, 

interactions between the rock and water will tend to increase the oxygen-18 content. 

Following the rock/Buid study, the effects of varying the average grain radius on 

the kinetic reactions of oxygen-18 were investigated. Figure 12 shows the effects of 
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varying the average grain size, w , on the oxygen-I8 equilibrium. A3 the surface area 

depends on (I/w) (see Eq. 1130), the rate of change of oxygen-I8 is inversely propor

tional to the average grain size. Therefore, as tbe average grain size is decreased from 

1O-2m to 10~m, the rate of change oC oxygen-I8 increases rapidly. The ultimate effect 

of this increase is Cor the system to achieve equilibrium much more quickly. Since the 

model was held at the same temperature for all the runs, the value of r is also the 

same. Thus, when w=IO~m , the system reaches chemical equilibrium within 12 

years, while for the larger grain sizes, the shift towards equilibrium has barely begun 

after 12 years. 

For this study to be most useful, an understanding of actual grain sizes found in 

rock systems in essential. In fine-grained, highly consolidated materials, Buid Bow will 

be dominantly through Cractures. Thul, the effective w could be quite large (> 0.01 

m). While. in loosely consolidated, very fine-grained systems, w would rallge between 

lO-s - 10~. Moderately consolidated, medium grai~ed systems would have an ·w 

between the above extremes. This suggests that, while in loosely consolidated granular 

systems the kinetic reactions of oxygen-IS occur rapidly, the kinetic reactions of 

oxygen-IS in highly compacted, fractured systems could be negligible over short time 

spans (i.e. the approximate thirty years of productivity of a geothermal system under 

exploitation). 

Next, the significance of the porosity of a geothermal system on the kinetic reac

tions of oxygen-I8 transport were examined. From the results of the porosity study 

(plotted in Figure 13) it is clear that the kinetic reactions occur most quickly for sys

tems with low porosities. This is due to the (1 - ~)/~ dependence in the equation solv

ing for the change in oxygen-I8 with time. The two constants, surface area, A, and the 

term (S+ W)/SW, when multiplied together become: 

(43) 

where the symbols are as previously described. When ~ =1%, the term {I-~)/<p is 99.0 

and A(S+W)/SW is about five times larger than when ~ = 5% and (I-~)/~ = 19. 
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The equation for the chang~ in-.oxygen-18 per time step (see Eq. 9), is-directly propor

tional to A(S+ W)/SW, which explains the large difference in the behavior of the 

oxygen-IS transport between 41 = 1% and 41= 5%. As 41 increases, the change in (1-

41)141 (and'therefore A(S+W)/SW ) becomes much smaller, and the oxygen-IS curves 

will lie more closely together. 

Also noticeable in Figure 13, is the increase in linearity with increasing porosity. 

Once again this is due to a dependence on (1-41)/41 in the term W IS, found in the 

equation for the equilibrium oxygen-IS ·content (seeEq. 12) for a basalt/water system 

where: 

(44) 

The net effect with increasing porosity is a more negative equilibrium value; making 

the system closer to being in isotopic equilibrium at the initiation of the problem. 

Thus, as was seen in the study on the different rock/fluid systems, the curves become 

more linear when they-are closer to equilibrium at-the offset. 

The effects of temperature on the kinetics of oxygen-IS in a basalt/water system 

were studied next. At the lower temperatures, aR~ is larger, making {),eq more nega

tive and closer in absolute value to the initial oxygen-IS content of the fluid. Also at 

lower temperatures, the kinetic rate constant is much smaller. Both of these effects 

tend _ to make the curve more linear at lower ·temperatures -and the small kinetic rate 

constan t· increases the amount of time· necessar:y to reach equilibrium. These effects 

show up clearly on Figure 14 a.plot of the oxygen-IS content versus\time for various-

tern perat u res. 

For completeness, the effects of volume on the kinetic reactions of oxygen-IS were 

examined. A review of the rate equation (see Eq. 9) indicates that the reservoir volume 

will not effect the kinetics of oxygen-IS. Although surprising at first, when the term 

A(S+ W)/SW in the rate of change equation. (or {)18 is examined more closely it 
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becomes: 

and it can be-seen that the volume term drops out. Neither the~kinetic rate equation 

nor the equilibrium fractionation .value are dependent on the ,volume, thus the kinetic' 

rate of change of oxygen-18 is completely independent of the volume size of the field if 

convection is neglected. 

Silica 

The effects of temperature, porosity and surface area per volume (AfV), on the 

kinetic reactions of silica in a porous medium were also studied using the single ele

mentmodel with the parametervalues*as listed in Table 6a. For the first study, tem

perature was .varied from 50· C' to 200 • C, while ,holding aU other'parameters constant. 

The results, plotted in Figure 15, show a large jump in the· effects of the kineticreac-

tions between 100· C and 200· C. However, this indicates only that ~he silica concen

tration in the 100· C system is closer to the equilibrium concentration at the start of 

the problem, than is the silica concentration in the 200· C system. To more clearly see 

the effects of temperature on the kinetic reactions, of silica, a, second case was run, 

again varying the-temperature from -50· C.,to 200· C, but choosing an initial silica·con

centration of 500 ppm in the fluid. Thus, the system at 200· C was ·initially the closest. 

to its equilibrium concentration of silica (477 ppm.), while the system at 50· C was the 

furthest from its equilibrium concentration of 51 ppm. Comparison of the results of the 

second case (Figure 16) to the results of the first, gives a better indication of the 

importance of temperature on the kinetic reactions. The shape of the curve will indi

cate how rapidly the system is moving towards equilibrium. In the first case, the 
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system at 200 0 C moves very rapidly toward equilibrium, as demonstrated by the 

step-like curve. The system at 50· C, in the second case moves much more slowly 

towards equilibrium as demonstrated by the nearly horizontal, linear curve. Comm 

parison of the two plots suggest that below 150· C the kinetic effects on silica tran

sport decrease significantly in importance. 

Next, the significance of porosity on kinetic reactions of silica were examined. 

Reviewing the kinetic rate of change of silica (see Eq. 1), indicates that neither the 

volume nor the porosity of a system will affect the kinetic reactions. The AjV term is 

essentially empirical and is not calculated using the actual field volume. Therefore, the 

kinetic reactions of silica are independent of volume size and porosity. 

Finally, the affect of the surface area open to reaction per volume of the system 

was studied. AjV was varied from 1. to 1000., the temperature was held at 125' C, 

and the initial silica concentration was 500 ppm. The results, plotted in Figure 17, 
" 

demonstrate the importance of th'e A/V value on how rapidly a system moves towards 

equilibrium. The higher the A/V term, the more rapidly the silica concentration in a 

system will equilibrate, and the shape of the curve becomes increasingly more step-like. 

This may be understood more clearly by referring to the equation describing kinetic 

transport (see Eq. I), which shows the rate of change of silica to be proportional to 

A/V. Thus, if AjV is varied, the rate of change of the silica concentration will vary 

accordingly. 

4.1.3 Studies on convective chemical transport 

Studies on the significance of porosity and field volume size on convective chemi

cal transport were performed using the model with recharge in from the top and side 

described in the approach, and having the parameters of Table 7b. The results of the 

porosity study, plotted in Figure 18, indicate that systems with lower porosities will 

transport conservative components more quickly than those with higher porosities. 

This is due to the inverse proportionality in the transport equation between the rate of 

change in concen tration and the mass of ftuid in the system ( V ¢JPr ). 
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The case above involved silica, but without the kinetic effects (ie: silica was 

assumed conse"ative). It is also of interest to examine how the kinetics might 

influence the transport of silica in a convective system. A moderate value of AjV was 

chosen (AjV = 10.0 m-1 ), and a case run using the same system as above with 10% 

porosity and including kinetic reactions. It is apparent that the two effects, convection 

and kinetic reactions, are opposing each other in this system (Figure 19). This is 

because the difference in temperatures between the separate recharge areas are not as 

large as the differences in the silica concentrations, thus the change in temperature in 

the warm region is not as rapid as that of the silica concentration. As the concentra

tion of the silica is being lowered due to the convective transport, the kinetic reactions 

are causing the silica concentration to increase towards an equilibrium set by the tem

perature. 

The results of the study on the vo.lume, plotted in Figure 20, indicates a ~trong 

dependence between the volume and amount of chemical transport. This is due to the 

inverse proportionality between the volume and the rate of change of the chemical con

centration. Therefore, if the volume is decreased by an order or"inagnitude, the rate of 

chemical changes will increase proportionally. 

In summary, the sensitivity studies on the kinetic reactions of oxygen-18 and sil

ica and the convective transport of chemical components are found. to be helpful in 

determining which parameters have the most (or least) significant effects. Temperature 

and A/V determine the importance of the kinetic reactions of silica in a geothermal 

system. Due to the proportionality between the rate of change of silica and A/V, 

varying A/V appears to have the greatest effects on the shape of the silica versus time 

curve. Porosity and volume have no affect on the kinetic reactions of silica. Likewise, 

for oxygen-18 transport, the temperature and average grain radius played the most 

significant role in determining the importance of the kinetic reactions and the shape of 

the curve. However, unlike the kinetics of silica, the kinetic reactions of oxygen-18 are 

also significantly affected by the porosity, with the transport becoming much more 

rapid as the porosities decrease. In the study on convective transport, the volume 

significantly affected the transport of a chemical component, due to the lDverse 
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proportiona.lity with the ra.te of cha.nge of the concentration of the component. The 

porosity is a.lso inversely proportiona.l to the change in the concentra.tion in the ra.te 

equa.tion, but its effects a.re less pronounced because it was'va.ried over a much sma.ller 

ra.nge. 
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".2, NON-DIMENSIONAL STUDY 

After studying the effects and significance of various parameters on silica and 

oxygen-18 transport, it is useful to perform a dimensional a.nalysis on the governing 

equation for chemical transport. The goal in this exercise is to characterize the govern

ing equation by dimensionless groups of parameters. IT successful, the number of 

dimensionless parameters will be many less than the total number of parameters 

describing the system. Further sensitivity studies may then be performed by holding 

some of the dimensionless groups constant, while varying the values of those remain

ing. The results may be plotted in the form of type curves. Field data can then be 

matched with the type curves to get estimates of field parameters. 

To non-dimensionalize the chemical transport equation, several simplifying 

assumptions must be made. First, the field is aasumed to have only two zones. of 

recharge, one from 'the-top (noted by subscrIpt a in this 'study), and one from the·side 

(noted by subscript b). The amount of'8uids coming in from the top and side is equal 

to the·amount of 8uid being. produced (ie: mass is conserved; q,= ~ +qb); and both 

the.ftuxfrom top or side is proportional to q ( q..= Q q; qb = ~ q}. Second, transport 

due to dispersion/diffusion is neglected. Third, temperature is assumed to be linear 

function of time such that, 

T =at + b (45) 

where 

a.= - QT. + trrb - To -- ¢J _ q (_ - ) ( CrPr ] 
x CRi'R' 

and 

This assumption will always be approximately valid if the 80w rates from the two 

recharge zones does not change significantly with. time. This. verified by Figure 21, a 
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plot of temperature versus time (or various field volumes at production rates of 250 

kg/s and 25 kg/so 

Fourth, the kinetic rate constant and equilibrium constant are both assumed to 

be linear '(uDctionso( temperature. Over short temperature ranges (between 75· C -

150· C), this assumption is approximately valid for both silica and oxygen-IS, as is 

shown in Figures 22, 23 and 24; (or oxygen-IS, the equilibrium constant actually is a 

linear function o( temperature (see Eq. 12). From the figures, the temperature depen

dent (unctions are (ound to be: 

For silica (o-cristobalite), 

ceq = a' T + b' (4630) 

kl - A' T + B' 

where 

a' = 5.091 

b' = -123.64 

A' = 2.0X IO-G 

For oxygen-IS in a basalt/seawater system, 

~=a' T + b' (46b) 

rl = A' T + B' 

where 

~ _ 7.S5 + (_._4J_) ( PrXr )Co 
I -4J PRXR 

h' --- --------~~--~~----~---

1 + (--I ~-~ )( :~~ l 
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A' =·2.8X 10-13 

B' = -259.0 X 10-13 

To Don-dimeDsionalizethe governing equation, a step"'by~step inspectional 

analysis technique, described by Tillotson and Nielson (1983) was used. The technique 

consists of the following steps; 

(1) List the physical law and boundary conditions. 

!~ - ( ~ + Ye.1J) - [.; + e,Y]e - (ye,)tC + (Ye,A)" + (Y(e,S + <,A»' 

and at t = 0., C = Co. The constants A , B , cl and c28,re defined: 

A= at a 

The constant Y is defin-ed differently for silica and<oxygen-18. For silica: 

Y = AfV; 

and for oxygen-18: 

(2) Put variables in dimensionless form. 

C. = ..2.
C' o 

(3) Substitute back into physical law. 

X dr 



= (~+ Yc,B) - [-; + c.y]e.e" - (Yc,l: e.,c" 

. + (yc,AJ ( : r,. + Y(c,1! + coAl; , 

(4) Divide equations by the leading coefficient of one term. 

(5) Determine the dimensionless groups by inspection. 

D3 =..9.. 
Ax 

D. = B 3-
Ax 

The equation can now be written in dimensionless form as: 

d;" = ( D3 ~~.D. ) _ (1 + D.)C" _ D,,c* (47) 

Equation 47 is nonlinear and cannot be readily solved analytically. Instead, the 

numerical code (PTCC) was used and the results are presented in terms of the dimen

sionless parameters. To test the uniqueness of the dimensionless parameters, the the 

overall group values are held constant, while parameters within the group are varied. 

For example, Dl is held constant, but Y, cI, x, and q are varied such that when they 

are multiplied as (YcIX)jq2, the value remains constant. In order to do this for all five 

of the dimensionless parameters, the groups must be written in terms of the 



fundamental parameters and set equal to the values of the first run. To find the values 

of the second run, one parameter is changed (such as porosity) and the equations are 

solved simultaneously for the new values oC the remaining parameters. If the dimenc 

. -
sionless groups are unique, the results of the two runs will match identically. The test 

runs used the Collowing values for the dimensionless parameters, for silica; 

0z-S6.7, 

0~-1.5, 

and Cor oxygen-IS; 

0z-22.4, 

0 3=3.5, 

Os=-18.8. 

The results are plotted in Figures 25a,b as dimensionless concentration versus dimenc 

sionless time Cor silica and oxygen-IS, respectively. A!3 is demonstrated in the figures, 

the runs match identically Cor both silica and oxygen-IS. 

After validating the dimensionless groups, it must be decided which oC these 

groups will be most useful to study. Since the dimensionless parameters for silica and 

oxygen-18 are nearly identical, the studies could be performed equally on one or the 

other. To avoid repetition, studies on the dimensionless parameters were performed 

using silica transport only. A!3 a first attempt, to study the effects oC q/x, 0 1 and D2 

were varied, (by varying q/x) and bolding the other dimensionless groups constant. For 

the study, q/x 'was varied over several orders of magnitude and the results plotted as: 
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type curves in Figure 26. In the figure, C· is shown plotted against 11)2' k is necesSary 

to multiply ., by D2 before plotting. Because T varies proportionally with qjx, when 

qfx changes by an order of magnitude, the dimensionless time will as well. The range 

in values between type curves becomes very large and are cumbersome to plot. If l' is 

multiplied by 02. q/x will cancel out. AJJ indica.ted in the figure, when the volume 

increases, and/or the production rate decreases, the change in chemical concentration 

become smaller and the curves 8atten out. The larger the reservoir volume (or, 

equivalently, the-larger the 80w rate), the shorter the"time for ,the in80w of lower·con.;. 

centration waters to have an effect. 

AJJ a second attempt, D3 was varied by changing the amount of 80w in from the 

top and sides (varying Q and P ). It is not strictly correct that the other dimensionless 

parameters remained constant, but D3 is much more afl'ected by a change in Q and P ; 
the am~unt of error assumed by regarding the other parameters as·constant betwee,n 

runs is less than 10%. 

To demonstrate the usefulness of type curves made from varying D3 , field da.ta. 

from the ElIidaar field in Iceland was analyzed. The Ellidaar field is a 10wQtemperature 

field located near the sea, in the southwestern part of the country, in' predominantly 

fractured basalts. Figure 27 gives a simple conceptual model of the system. The field 

was modeled previously by Lai et al. (1985), using a similar model aDd they estimated 

the field parameters as: 

~=5%, 

AfV~5.5m-l, 

Q ~. 0.9, ~ = 0.1. 

The high value of Q indicates large recharge from above. 

The silica concentration data from the field was plotted nonodimensionally 

against time (Figure 28). A set of type curves were made (Figure 29), varying D3 and 

using a simple three-element model, similar ·,to the one·shown in Figure 9, with the field . 
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parameters of the Ellidaar field. In Figure 29, it was found to be more helpful to iden

tify the curves by the ratio of Q to P multiplied by 100 (where 100 x Q = % flux from 

top; 100 x ~ = % flux from side), to indicate the changes in the amounts of recharge 

from the iop and side associated with varying 0 3 0 The field data was then matched 

with the type curve. The curve fell between the 75:25 and 100:0 curves, which agrees 

with the estimates by Lai. 

Several more sets of type curves were then generated by varying the field proper.; 

ties. Table 9 lists the values of the dimensionless parameters 0 1, O2, 0 4 and Os, along 

with the number of the figure which shows a plot of the resulting type curves obtained 

by holding these values constant and varying 0 3, The first set of type curves was 

obtained by increasing the porosity to 10% (Figure 30); the second, by increasing q/x 

by an order of magnitude (Figure 31); the third, by decreasing q/x by an order of mag

n1tud.e f~om the original value (Figure 32); and the fourth, by increasingAjV from 5.'; 

to 25.0 (Figure 33). Agai'n, the field data was tested for a match. No match was found 

between the field data and the type curves of different porosity and q/x values, indi

cating the choice of porosity = 5% and V = 2.5 X 108 are the most accurate estimates 

of the parameters. A match with the fourth type curve, with a larger AjV, was possi

ble. However, in the second match, the field data curve also fell between the 75:25 and 

100:0 curves, in agreement with the estimate by Lai. 

TABLE 9. Values of the dimensionless parameters held constant in Figures 29 

through 33. 

Figure 0 1 O2 0 4 Os 

29 18.8 86.7 9.60 -0.50 

30 18.8 43.4 4.80 -0.25 

31 1.88 8.67 9.60 -0.50 

32 188. 867. 9.60 00.50 

33 94.0 434. 9.60 -0.50 
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As seen Crom: this. field example, the.type ,cur:ves~can be-useful in giving. approxi~ 

mate values Cor the amount of 8ux coming from the top and sides, the volume (from 

q/x), and the porosity, without lengthy trial and error matching of temperature, pres-

sure and chemical concentration data. A simple mesh with "ballpark" estimates for the 

field parameters must be designed, and several sets of type curves developed as in the 

above example. Then, the best match of the field data with the type curves can be 

determined, and the field parameters estimated. However, is was also seen that an 

accurate estimate of the A/V value appea.rs not to be . possible from the type curve 

matches. 



".3 FIELD EXAMPLES 

If a more accurate solu tion to the field parameters are necessary, a numerical 

model should be used to match the field data (pressure, temperature, and concentra.

tions change with time). This technique was applied to the field data from two low

temperature fields. The first field example was the Ellidaar geothermal field, Iceland, 

described in the previous section. The second was the Seltjarnarnes field, also in Ice-

land. 

Ellidaar field 

The main purpose in modelinl the Ellidaar field was to check the values of the 

parameters found in this study aga.inst those found by Lai. Alao, to see if' the addi

tional chemical data utilized in this stu,dy actually helps define more unique p~rame

ters. A:s a' first approximation, a very simple two layer system was designed, with 

recharge from the top at 60· C and from the sides at the same temperature as the hot 

reservoir (110· C). It should be noted that the actual field recharge patterns are prob

ably much more complex, with perhaps considerable, recharge from a deeper, cooler 

source. The model included 8uoride, sodium, silica, and oxygen-18 transport. Concen

trations from the upper recharge zones were estimated based on data from shallow 

wells in the region; the concentrations of the components coming from the side were 

assumed identical to the initial concentrations in the hot reservoir (refer to Figure 27 

for sketch of system). By matching the temperature decline data and the change in 

fluoride and sodium data with time, the amount of fluid coming in from the top and 

sides could be estimated. Although the rate of change in concentration for two conser

vative species will be the same, both fluoride and sodium were modeled to get more 

reliable results. This study found that 85% of the recharge of the fluid came from the 

top, while 15% came from the side. Figures 34, 35 and 36 show how the field data 

for temperature, fluoride and sodium concentrations versus time, with the match of the 

numerical model. These values for the recharge are felt to be more unique and reliable 

than the results reported by Lai. In this study, three individual sets of data 
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(temperature, ftuoride, and sodium) had to be matched before the amount of recharge 

could be defined, while previously the recharge amounts were defined only by the tem-

perature data. 

Matching the silica and oxygen-IS data to define the porosity and volume of the 

field revealed some serious drawbacks in the trial and error technique. When matching 

the silica data, ignoring the oxygen-IS data, it waa found that the data could be 

matched over a range in porosity from 2% to 15%, simply by varying the AfV term of 

the kinetic transport. Also, the oxygen-18 transport could be matched using a wide 

range in the average grain radius and the porosity. Thus, some method was required 

to determine the correct AfV or w , before an accurate porosity could be defined. The 

empirical equation used to compute the AfV term by Rimstidt (1979) is written: 

A/Y =8.55 [ : 1 (48) 

where r is the average grain radius (not necessarily equal to w ). 

If an average grain radius could be defined from field data, the AfV value can 

then be calculated, and the porosity uniquely determined. This was tested on the Elli

daar data, choosing an average grain radius of O.lmm = 10"" m (reasonable for 

basalts), so A/V was equal to 8.55 x 10~. Unfortunately, when this value was used in 

the numerical model, the silica concentration curve was not even close to being a 

match to actual field data. 

~ a second attempt at defining AjV, it was noted that if a connection between w 

and A/V could be found, then one of the two sets of chemical data could be used to 

define wand AfV, while the other set could be used to define the porosity. As was 

seen in Section 2.2, the equation defined by Cole, et al., (1983) for the surface area of 

reaction is written: 

SA = 3V(I-tP) 
w 

(49) 

For silica transport, the 'A' in A/V is the surface area of quartz open for reaction. 

Therefore, it could be written in terms of SA by: 



(SO) 

where x is the fraction of quartz present in the rock. For example, if the rock was 

made up of 30% quartz, then x=0.3 and A=0.3(SA). 

A/V could then be found by: 

A/V= 3x(I-q,) 
w 

(51) 

If this theory is correct, a trial and error technique can be.applied by varying w (and 

thereCore A/V) and the porosity until a match between the numerical model and field 

data. is achieved by both silica and oxygen-18. This technique was applied successCully 

to the field data Crom Ellidaar, and a match wu achieved for both oxygen-18 and silica 

using a porosity of 5% and average grain radius of O.llm (A/V = 10). Figures 37 

and 38 plot the field data for silica and oxygen-18 versus time, overlain with the best 
. . '. 

results achIeved by the numerical model. The results indicate a connection between 

the average grain radius and A/V, but the values are not similar" to those generally 

found for porous medium reservoirs. It is probable that the Cractured nature of the 

Ellidaar system causes the large values in grain radius. In other w is not the' actual 

grain radius, but the effective radius oC the average block size surrounded by 8uid 80w 

paths. suggesting that the two parameters are empirical. 

It should be noted that the match with the oxygen-18 data is based upon very 

sketchy data. Oxygen-18 readings Cor the field have only been taken since 1980. Much 

of the inCormation gained in concentration curves comes Crom the shape oC the curve 

near the beginning oC the production oC the field, and to define a curve at aU, an initial 

reservoir oxygen-18 value is necessary. Since this data was not available, deuterium 

data was used to calculate the oxygen-18 content of the surCace waters using the rela

tion (Henley, Truesdell, Barton; 1984): 

(52) 

The cS18 content of the surCace waters was then used to calculate the equilibrium 

value of oxygen-18 in.the ,reservoir'assuming a,temperature of 110· C by: 
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Ira 6t:\ - ~~~ + (W /S)6r
i 

Dr = 1+ (W/S) (53) 

where all para'!leters are as defined previously. A value of -4.5 was obtained and used 

as the initial oxygen-18 value in the hot reservoir. 

Seltjarnarne8 field 

The second field chosen for study was the Seltjarnarnes geothermal field in 

southwestern Iceland. It is located on the outskirts of the capital, Reykjavik. Six 

wells have been drilled in the area: four production wells and two observation wells. 

The geological setting is similar to Ellidaar, except Seltjarnarnes is much closer to the 

sea (see Figure 39 for a map of the area). The reservoir rocks are predominantly 

basalt lavas and hyaloclastites. The water is of meteoric origin, but the produced 

Buids have become increaSingly more saline in recent years. Production of the hot 
." 

reservoir began in the mid-1960sat a rate of 3 I/s. In "1971, production was increased 

to 33 I/s and again increased in 1981 to 50 1/8. Although the salinity of the field has 

been increasing indicating an inBux of seawater, the oxygen-18 content has decreased 

slightly. These two phenomena appear to contradict one another, as the very high 

oxygen-18 content of seawater relative to the local meteoric water should cause an 

increase in the oxygen-18 content of the hot reservoir. This suggests that the majority 

of the recharge comes from deeper, non-saline water. 

Based upon the available data, a simple model of the field was developed. In the 

beginning, a simple two layer mesh was employed. The regions directly above and 

adjacent to the hot field were assumed to have Buid of nearly the same composition as 

that initially present in the geothermal reservoir (chloride = 500 ppm, sodium = 300 

ppm). The silica concentrations in the top and side were the equilibrium values of 

each zone for the assumed temperatures and the oxygen-18 content was slightly more 

negative in the lower recharge zone. Figure 40 shows a sketch of the mesh and the ini

tial concentrations and temperatures. The temperatures of the different zones were 

derived from well data. 
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Using a.trial and error 'procedure a match for the'dataobtained. Figures.41 c 45" 

show the field data plotted against time for silica, chloride, sodium, oxygen~18 and 

temperature, along with the computed results obtained from the numerical model. 

Due to the 'wide scatter of the field data, it was difficult to determine accurately the 

field parameters inferred from the match. The results obtained suggest a reservoir 

volume between 7.5 x 108m3 and 1.0 x 10gm3 and a porosity between 2% and 5% was 

necessary to match the field data. The matches shown in the figures were obtained 

with a model having a reservoir volume of 7.5 x 108m3 , a porosity of 2%, and 82% 

of the recharge into the field coming from the less saline side region. This model was 

chosen as the best match as it was the only model, within the ranges of volume and 

porosities given above, to show a decrease in the oxygen-I8 over time, as was docu

mented in the field da.ta. The lower porosity and smaller volume size required less 

recharge Crom the more saline t9p and more re~harge Crom the side. The values Cor 

A/V and w were found to be 1.0 and 0.35, respectively, in all the matches made with 

models having reservoir volumes and porosities within the ranges 'given. The low value 

for A/V (and therefore high value for w) indicates that the kinetic reactions of silica 

and oxygen-I8 playa relatively small role in this system. To illustrate this point, a 

plot (Figure 46) was made with silica concentration versus time for two cases: with 

kinetic reactions and without (convection only), using the "best match" model. It 

must be emphasized that due to the use of such a. coarse mesh, these are only rough 

estimates of the field parameters and flow patterns. To determine the field parameters 

more uniquely, a finer mesh must be designed. This was the next step applied in 

modeling the.Seltjarnarnes·field. 

Tulinius et al (1987) designed a two-dimensional, areal grid to model the pressure 

and temperature conditions of the Seltjarnarnes geothermal field. The central part of 

the grid is shown in Figure 47. The mesh contains 316 elements; small 50 meter square 

nodes surround the wells, with the nodes becoming progressively larger away from the 

well field region. To achieve a match with the pressure data. six zones with different 

permeabilities and porosities were necessary. The main geothermal field area was 

located in a.high permeability zone (k.=~8.0 x lO-14m2). incorporating wells,SN-02.-
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SN-06 (see Figure 39). Well SN-Ol, considered to be outside the main field area, was 

located in a low permeability, low porosity (k = 1.0 x 10-14 ; ~ = .07%) region. Sur

rounding the near well region was a be a moderate permeability, moderate porosity 

(k=2.5 x .10-14 ; ~ = 4%) region covering an area of 4.1 x 107m2
• The outermost 

region represented by the large volume nodes was found to have a moderate permeabil

ity and high porosity (k = 2.5 x 10-14 , ~ = 15%). The volume and porosity of the 

main geothermal region were determined to be 8.3 x 101m3 and 2%, respectively. The 

close agreement of the results for the field region gained by a pressure and temperature 

data match with the results of the simple tw<>layer model gained by the chemical 

transport match, lends support to the value ot chemical transport modeling. 

The finer mesh described above, alonl with the r.ults of the temperature and 

pre.ure match, and available chemical field data were employed to turther study the 

Seltjarnarnes field. The initial conditions for the chemistry of the ftuid in the well field, 

region were set by field data obtained at the initi~tiono( field production. Two 

different ftuid chemistries were incorporated in the model, representing seawater and 

meteoric water. Table 9 lists the concentrations used (or each ftuid type for the four 

chemical components modeled. Since the results of the two previous studies performed 

on the Seltjarnarnes geothermal field were in close agreement, the chemistry match in 

this study was not aimed towards verifying field parameters such as the permeabilities, 

porosities, and reservoir volume. Rather, the purpose of the study was to define the 

boundaries of the seawater adjacent to the well field. 
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TABLE 10. Values for the concentrations of the chemical species for the 

Component 

Chlorine 

Sodium 

Oxygen-I8 

Silica 

different ftuids used in modeling the Seltjarnarnes geothermal field 

(Oxygen-I8 in per mil, all other components in ppm). 

Seawater Meteoric Water 

19,000 500 

10,500 300 

0.001 010.5 

5 130.0 (at 110' C) 

5 SO.O (at 75· C) 

The results of the chemistry match are plotted for each well, for each chemical 

comp'onent; chloride, sodium, sili~a and oxygen-IS, respectively, in Figures 48 through. 

51. For the best match, the seawater boundary follows approximately to the land/sea 

boundary, surrounding the wells on three of four sides, and lying within 350 meters of 

wells SN-02 and SN-05 to the northeast. Figure 52 shows the suggested 

seawater/meteoric water boundary. The shaded region contains the meteoric water; 

the area outside this region contains seawater. 

The results also raised several other points. The matches with the oxygen-I8 

data for the individual were not good; the numerical model showed a much more rapid 

increase in oxygen-IS than what the field data shows (see Figure 51). This infers that 

a three-dimensional model of the system is necessary, with ftuid of a third chemical 

composition, of meteoric origin and containing a lower ( < -10.5 per mil) oxygen-IS 

content, entering the system. The reviews by Hettling (1984) of other geothermal sys

tems nearby to the Seltjarnarnes geothermal field suggest that a third type of fluid 

with a lower oxygen-18 content recharges these systems at depth from an inland 

sOurce, while seawater intrudes the fields at the shallower depths. 

The match with sodium data was also not very good, indicating that the sodium 

Ions in the system sustain significant ionic-exchange reactions, and are not truly 
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conservative as assumed in the present model. The matches with the chloride are 

much better, as shown in Figure 48. 

The results of the silica match suggest that kinetic reactions do play a role in the 

transport of· silica in the Seltjarnarnes system, in opposition with the results obtained 

with the simple, tWc>layer chemistry match. Before the start of production, the silica 

concentration was approximately 130 ppm at a temperature of 110· C, in the well field 

region. Comparison of this concentration to equilibrium concentrations for each form 

of silica at 110· C (see Figure 23), indicates that the form of silica in the system is 

most likely Q-cristobalite. However, at this temperature the true equilibrium value for 

Q-cristobalite would be 150 ppm, indicating that there may also some ~cristoba1ite 

mixed with the Qecristobalite, lowering the equilibrium value. 

To achieve the best match for silica, the AfV value was set at 25.0. Referring 

back to Figure 17 which shows the effect of AfV on the kinetic reactions of silica, it 

can be· seen· that a value of 25.0 indicates moderately rapid kinetic re&ctions: The silica 

match would probably improve if a three-dimensional model with a third type of fluid 

of meteoric origin is used as suggested by the oxygen-18 modeling . .. 
Although the chemistry modeling has identified some shortcomings of the· twc> 

dimensional model, the model can be used to roughly predict the future influence of 

the seawater on the system. Thus, an estimate of the amount of influx of seawater 

into the field over the next fifteen or twenty years could be obtained. From this infor

mation, the potential corrosion problems in the future may be identified and the neces

sary steps taken to minimize or alleviate these problems. 



4.4 THEORETICAL STUDY 

As a final application of the multi-component, mass and heat transfer code, a 

theoretical ~tudy of an evolving geothermal system was performed. The system was 

modeled after the characterization given by White (1963) of a typical geotherma.l sys-

tern. Geothermal systems, as described by White, consist of at least one permeable 

aquifer with a low-permeable cap, surface recharge and a heat source at depth. Warm 

surf3.ce springs·often~develop as the system heats and the ,expanding fluid flows~out 

through- fractures in the' rock matrix. Tne' hypothetical system' developed. in the' 

present study includes two permeable aquifers separated by a three hundred meter 

layer of low-permeability rock. The shallow aquifer is overlain by a low-permeability 

rock layer one hundred meters thick, extending to the ground surface. Both of the 

low~permeability layers extend a distance of ten kilometers. Beyond the ten kilometers 

there is a ten kilometer' stretch 'of a permeable rock spanning from the surface' to the 

bottom of the system. The total depth of the system is 1800 meters; the upper aquifer 

is 400 meters thick, while the lower aquifer is 1000 meters thick. Cool rainwater (at 

10 0 C) percolates in across the ten kilometers of permeable ground surface. A warm 

spring initiating from a frac·ture underlying the low-permeable cap layer results d,ue'to 

the warming. Figure 53 shows a sketch of the hypothetical model. 

At the start of the problem, the system is in hydrostatic equilibrium and the teme 

perature profile is governed by the local geothermal gradient. Both silica and oxygen-

18 are in equilibrium with the temperature, throughout the system. A deep heat 

source begins to warm the system, releasing 1.3 x 1010 watts per. square meter, across 

a,distance of fivekilometersj· into·the system at the depth of 1800 meters. The system· 

is allowed' to heat for 100,000 years before the heat plume dies out and the system 

begins to cool with rainwater continuing to percolate in at the surface. 

After heating for 3,200 years, the portion of the system directly above the heat 

source begins to warm up, but the effects do not spread far. The temperatures of the 

rightehand side of the system still reflect the geothermal gra.dient. By 32,000 years, 
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the two in8uences on the system; the ,incoming'heat a.nd the-infiltration of cool water, 

show up clearly on the temperature profile (Figure 54). Directly above the heat plume, 

exists an overall thermal gradient of approximately 130· O/km, while the right-hand 

side is in8u~nced completely by the influx of cool rainwater and the geothermal gra~ 

dient. 

After 100,000 years of heating, the system has reached a quasi-steady condition 

between the influx of heat and cool water. The only region to be heated has remained 

the portion directly above the heat plume. The pattern of flow through the system 

indicates that most of the cool fluid mass descends quickly to the bottom of the sys

tem. As it moves horizontally across the bottom of the deep aquifer, the fluid is 

warmed and quickly begins to rise. The wa.rming decreases away from the heat source. 

Below the lower cap layer, the warmed fluid mixes with cool ftuid, as both are moving 

to exit the system from the spring conduit. This decreases the therma.l gradient, ke~~ 

ing ·the majority of the temperature rise in ihe system confined to the lower depths. It 

is also evident from the mass.8ux (see Figure 55), that the heating of the system is due 

to conduction not convection, as the ftux above the heat plume is nearly zero. This 

helps to explain why the system warms only above the heat plume. 

The quasi-steady condition indicates that although the thermodynamic changes 

within the system are small, the balance of energy into the system and energy out of 
, 

the system is not equal. Considering that the average temperature change over the 

last 70,000 years of heating was an increase of about 30· 0 in the warmed region, and 

the change necessary to reach equilibrium between the inftowing and out80wing heat 

needs to be about another 120· 0, it will probably take the system an additional 

600,000 years to reach a true steady state. For the purpose of this study, it is not 

necessary to continue heating until the system reaches steady state. 

Mter the system has reached a quasi-steady condition, the heat plume "dies out" 

and the system is cooled by the infiltration of cool rainwater. The effects of the coole 

ing are slow initially but after 32,000 years, the effect of the cool influx of water is felt 

over the entire system, lowering the temperature by over 100· 0 in the previously 
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warm region. The temperature drop is enough to lower the pressure head under the 

lower cap and cause the warm spring to stop flowing. After the heat source has been 

extinct for 100,000 years, the system is entirely cooled and the temperature profile is 

once again g9verned by the geothermal gradient. 

The influence of the heat plume on the silica concentration is primarily controlled 

by the kinetic transport. This is due to the fact that in the regions where the fluid is 

moving significantly, the temperature is low and nearly constant. Thus the amount of 

silica to be transported by the fluid is small. The dissolution and precipitation of silica .. · 

directly follows the changes in temperature. During the first 3,200 years, silica is 

steadily dissolved from the country rock above the heat plume, rapidly increasing the 

poroeity. No silica was precipitated out of the fluid in the outer regions during this 

time, due to the slow initial affect of the infiltration cool rainwater. When significant 

mixing of warm and cool waters begins to take place, precipitation of silica out of the 

fluid occurs bene~th the lower cap layer (referring back'to Figure 55, the areas 'of pre

cipitation are shaded lightly, and the areas of dissolution are shaded more darkly), and 

the porosity of the under the lower cap is decreased. 

Although the program does not calculate the change in permeabilities due to the 

dissolu tion/precipitation of silica, it is likely that the permeability above the heat 

plume is increased due to silica dissolution and decreased under the lower cap, due to 

silica precipitation. This should cause the flow patterns within the system to change 

continuously, moving more fluid through the areas of increased permeability and less 

fluid through the areas of decreased permeability. The pattern of the 

precipitation/dissolution within the system should remain approximately the same, but 

the amounts would likely be greater had the effects of the permeability change been 

accounted for. A greater amount of fluid would be flowing nearer to the plume to be 

heated. More silica would be dissolved (rom the lower portion of the system and con

sequently more silica would be re-precipitated under the cap. 

The pattern of silica dissolution/precipitation during the ioo,ooo years of cooling 

is in reverse of the 100,000 years of heating. As the warm region cools, silica 



precipitates out of the fluid. By the time the system has completely cooled, the previ

ously dissolved silica has been re-precipitated. A:s mentioned a.bove, the model cannot 

calculate the changes in the permeabilities of the system. Even though most of the dis

solved silica has been re-deposited, the permeability of the system will not necessarily 

be the same for two reasons. First, the silica will not be re-deposited exactly as it was 

originally positioned. Second, some silica was lost from the system through the spring 

outlet. 

Also of interest in the theoretical evolutionofa low-temperature-geothermal sys--

tern, is the behavior of the oxygen-I8. A:s with the silica transport, the oxygen-I8 

transport is governed primarily by the kinetic reactions, throughout both the heating 

and cooling periods of the system. Although the kinetic rates of the oxygen-18 are not 

as rapid as those of the silica. within the the system, the oxygen-18 contents still fol

lows elOlSely' to the temperatures developing in the system. During the heating of the 

system, the oxygen-I8 within the warm region slowly begins to increase due to kinetiC 

transport (Figure 56). When the'system cools, the oxygen-IS content slowly returns-to 

the original lower values. 

The most interesting result seen during,the' heating of the~system is the very high 

content of oxygen-I8 evolving in the heated region of the system. By the end of 3,200 

years of heating, the average value of the oxygen-18 content in the warmed area is -4.0 

per mil. After 100,000 years of heating, the value of the oxygen-I8 has increased to -1.0 

per mil (see Figure 56). In most real low-temperature geothermal systems, the oxygen-

18 content within the system is much lower than either of these values, usually falling 

in a range of -7.0 to -11.0 per mil. But, alLof the oxygen-I8 data reviewed by the 

author prior to the present study was taken several years after the initiation of pro

duction. Either the oxygen-I8 content in many systems is not in isotopic equilibrium 

due to a very transient flow regime or the oxygen-I8 is decreasing during production 

due to recharge from cooler waters lower in oxygen-I8. Both explana.tions are plausible, 

and a. choice between the two is not necessary to try to explain the behavior of every 

system. However, the latter explanation does lend support to the oxygen-I8 content 

estimated previously for the Ellidaar geothermal field prior to production (see section 

,-~ 
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3.3). 

A thorough review of the results from the theoretical studies of the plausible evo

lution of low-temperature systems can help to answer many questions. The areal 

extent of a.low-temperature system appears to be directly governed by the size of the 

heat source, covering only the portion directly above the incoming heat flux. Conduc

tion appears to play a major role in heating even a permeable system, with convection 

being confined to the outer regions of the plume. This causes the cool water, as it 

nears the, heat plume region at depth, to be warmed quickly and rises bouyantly; 

before'it can travel far enough horizontally to mix with the waters directly above the 

plume. Without the mixing of cool and warm waters above the plume, the dissolution 

of silica becomes significant in this region. 

Also, a review of the results ca.n reveal important topics for further investiga.tion. 

One interesting idea arising from the study that should be pursued, is just what could 

be the lasting effects of silica:precjpitation and d~lution' on the por~ity and perm~a. 

bility of the system. Itwaa theorized that the pattern of precipitation and dissolution 

would be the same after the heating cycle,wh'ether or not permeability changes were 

taken into account. But, at the end of the cooling cycle, it would seem doubtful that 

the permeabilities within the system would remain unchanged from the original values. 

Another idea to pursue could be to study how much of the importance of the conduc

tivity seen in the above study is actual, and how much is due to the design of the grid. 

By studying the unanswered questions such as these, important areas for further study 

can be sketched. 
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5.0 CONCLUSION 

The mlLin objective of the present study wu to develop a method to reliably esti

mate the cooling rate of a low-temperature geothermal field. To achieve this goal, the 
.. 

various methods of modeling geo~aermal fields including hydrological methods, geo-

chemical methods and numerical methods were carefully reviewed. Through the review, 

it became clear that work on modeling geothermal systems by integrating all the 

available data including pressure, temperature and chemical, was lacking. The present 

work was based on the idea that utilizing all available data on a, geothermal system 

would enable the most reliable determinations of field parameters as well as the most 

detailed understanding of the system. A clear understanding of the system, its How 

patterns and areas of recharge, would enable the determination of the rate of cooling 

of the system. Once this has been established, it can be decided whether a geothermal 

project will.be economical or not, subsequen~ly decreasing the risk involved. in develop- :. 

ing low-temperature geothermal systems. 

To successfully integrate chemical transport into heat and mass transport model

ing, a. thorough background on the behavior of the chemical components common to 

low-temperature systems was essential. First, the chemical components found in 

na.tural waters were reviewed. Components which could not be modeled conservatively 

were listed and recommended to be excluded from a modeling sche~e. It was found 

that silica and the stable isotope oxygen-18 could not be modeled conservatively, but 

information existed on their kinetic reactions within natural systems Their behavior 

was examined in greater detail 80 they could be incorporated into a modeling scheme 

which included kinetic reactions. 

The next step in achieving the objective of this study involved a careful review of 

the equations governing mass, heat and chemical transport. The equations were then 

transferred into numerical form. The existing codes, PT, capable of modeling mass 

and heat transport and PTe, the version of PT modified previously to include silica 

transport, were examined. Additions made in the present study to incorporate multi

component chemical transport were described and the performance of the new code 
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tested. 

Before applying the code to &, field example, the sensitivity of the convective trano 

sport of components as well as the kinetic transport of silica and oxygen':'18 to various 

field parameters (e.g. pOfOfJity, field volume, temperature, surface area per volume, 

average grain radius) was examined. Next, the governing equation for chemical trane 

sport was simplified and nonodimensionalized, defining several dimensionless groups. 

Although an analytical solution to the equation was still not possible, the dimensiono 

less groups aided in reducing the number of parameters affecting the chemical tran

sport. Further" sensitivity studies' were performed and their assistance in modeling 

geothermal systems was demonstrated by matching field data from the Ellidaar geothe 

ermal field, in Iceland. 

The background attained through the literature review &'nd chemical reviews and 

the sensitivity studies was then applied to two field examples. The first involved the 

modeling of the Ellidaar geothermal field using a simple tw~layer mesh. The field 'had 

been modeled previously, so the results of the present work could be compared to the 

results of the previous study to test the applicability of the new code. The comparison 

was very good, and helped to indicate the strengths of integra.ted multi-component, 

heat and mass transport modeling. The~second field example involved the Seltjar .. 

narnes geothermal area in Iceland. Several points were demonstrated by modeling this 

field. As a first step, a. simple, two-layer model was chOfJen. By matc~ing the tempera.

ture and chemistry data, estimates for the field volume, porosity and the amount of 

recharge from the cooler, more saline top relative to the side were determin~d. As a 

second step, pressure and temperature data were matched numerically, using a. much 

finer mesh, to estimate. the .permeability porOfJity and field volume. After confirming 

the results of the simpler mesh by comparison with those of the more complex model, 

chemical transport was added to the complex model. With the aid of chemical data the 

boundary between the meteoric water and seawater near the well field region was esta

blished. From the example, it was seen that chemical transport data could aid in 

determining field parameters, amounts and zones of recharge as well as the amount of 

infiux into the field of waters with potentially damaging chemical constituents. 



AB a final application of the code, the evolution of a hypothetical geothermal sy&> 

tem influenced by a heat source at depth and surface infiltration of cool rainwater was 

examined. The theoretical example provided helpful insight into low-temperature sys

tems. The. system was allowed to evolve under the influence of the heat source to an 

approximate steady condition. The effects of the heat migrating into the system com

bined with the percolating cool surface waters on the silica and oxygen-I8 contents of 

the fluid were documented. Zones of silica precipitation and dissolution were deter

mined and reviewed along with the possible effects this might have on the permeability 

and flow pattern of a system. It was seen that the incoming heat rapidly increased the 

amount of oxygen-I8 in the fluid to a level greater than normally seen in most systems, 

suggesting that many geothermal systems are not in isotopic equilibrium and are much 

more transient than the hypothetical system modeled. 

Although the main objective of the present work to develop a method of reliably .. 

predicting the cooling rate in low-temperature geOthermal systems was achieved, thete 

are some drawbacks that must be understood. A major drawback involves the kinetic 

reactions of silica and oxygen-I8. The kinetic reactions are governed significantly by 

the value of the surface area per volume (A/V) , or in the case of oxygen-I8, the aver

age grain radius ( IN). It is very difficult to measure either of these values in the field. 

From the results documented on the field examples in section 4.3, IN appears to be an 

effective average grain radius, characterized by the size of the blocks within the system 

surrounded by fluid flow and not the size of the actual grains. The method of using 

the kinetic informa.tion ga.ined on one component to determine the kinetic data on the 

other by using Eq. 50 alleviates this problem, if data on both oxygen-IS and silica are 

available. However, the field data available to test the theory relating the (A/V) and ( 

IN) values was not sufficient to demonstrate that the theory was firmly established. 

, A second drawback also concerns kinetic reactions. In both of the field examples 

investigated, the role of the kinetic transport of oxygen-I8 was insignificant when com

pared to the convective transport. This suggests that oxygen-IS could be considered a 

conservative species. In general, modeling more than two conservative species will be 

redundant. The more components that are available with quantitative information on 
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their kinetic behavior, the more information that can be gained on a system being stuc 

died. If oxygen-18 behaves essentially as a conservative species within low-tempera.ture 

geothermal systems, it will not be as significant an aid in modeling. The conservative 

species are modeled on the basis of a mass balance determined by the Ouid in minus 

the Ouid out of a particular node. Thus, the rate of change for all conservative species 

will be the same, and no new information will be gained. However, as a side note, it is 

good practice to model two conservative species, 88 it is unknown how significantly a 

species will enter into ionic-exchange or other reactions. By modeling two species, 

effects of reactivity on either species can be averaged out. 

There are exceptions to the statement that modeling more tha.n two conservative 

species will give redundant results. If the field data on the chemistry of a system indie 

cates that several species show different or opposing patterns .of cbange with time, it is 

most likely due to separate zones of recharge cont,aining fluids of differing CODcentra,.. 
. . 

tions.In this case, to achieve the most accurate simulation, all components exhibiting 

differing behavior should be included in the modeling scheme. An example ·of this is 

the change with time in the oxygen-I8 content of Seltjarnarnes as compared to the 

change with time in the chloride content. The kinetic transport of oxygen-I8 in the 

Seltjarnarnes field is insignificant relative to the convective transport, thus could be 

considered in this case a conservative species. Although the chloride in the system 

increased rapidly due to the inOux of seawa.ter into the system, the oxygen-IS content 

showed a slight decrease with time even though the seawater had a much higher 

oxygen-lS content than that of the meteoric water. This is a clear indication that there 

must be another source of water recharging the field, containing a lower oxygen-IS 

content than the water originally in the system. 

The problem then encountered is how to model this new source of recharge. In 

order to best utilize chemical modeling, there. must be information available on, not 

only the field area, but also on the Ouids in the surrounding regions. This information 

is rarely available, thus the quality of the chemical modeling is lowered significantly. 

Where these data are available, the information gained by chemical modeling will be 

substan tial as well as reliable. 
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Understanding the shortcomings of chemical modeling is a necessary first step 

towards solving them. Future work should include a more extensive study of the 

kinetic behavior of silica and oxygen-18 to determine the connection, if any, between 

the values for A/V and w. As the benefits of utilizing chemical data. become more evi

dent, the methods of gathering information on the chemistry of geothermal systems 

should be improved and extended. 



APPENDIX A: EQUATION OF STATE FOR LIQUID WATER 
(SOURCE: BODVARSSON, 1982) 

The. viscosity of liquid water is calculated based on the following 

expression: 

where'd, ='2~4'4 x '0- 5 , d2'" 247.8, and d 3 - '33~'5. The fluid 

density is calculated as a function of pressure and temperature as 

follows (Buscheck, 1980): 
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This density function is accurate to wi thin 1\ for 0 < T < 300°C, 

and 5\ for 300 < T < 350°C e The fluid compressibility and thermal expan-

sivi ty are calculated from the density function on the basis of their 

def ini tions : 

= [2.. ~J p dT p 



APPENDIX B: SUBROUTINE I NCORP ORA TED INTO THE CODE PTCC 
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TO CALCULATE THE KINETIC REACTIONS'OF OXYGEN~18. 

Subroutine isokin calculates the kinetic transport 
equations for oxygen-18 in fluid. 

by amanda I .• pencer; march 1988 

description of parameters: 

AOXF - mole. oxygen in fluid 
AOXS - moles oxygen in solid 
D density of fluid 
DENS - density of rock 
DElT'- change'in time: pe,. timestep 
DDOX -change in oxygen-18 per time.tep 
FRACTEQ - equi librium fractionation factor 
GRAD - average grain radius 
INKIN - variabl. to specify rock/water system 
OX - oxygen-18 content of the fluid 
OXEQ - equi lib,.ium con.tant for oxygen-18 
OXRATE - kinetic rate constant 
OXROK - oxygen-18 content in the rock 
POR - porOli!ity 
SAREA - .uFf~c. ar •• open to r.action 
T temperature 
VOL - volume 

SUBROUTINE ISOKIN(N,INKIN,T,OX,OXEQ,OXROK,DDOX,YOL,D,POR,GRAD, 
1DELT,OXIN.DENS,KCVC,I,NUM) 

DIMENSION T(800) ,OX(800) ,YOL(800) ,D(800) ,POR(800) , 
1DENS(800) ,OXROK(800) ,DDOX(800) ,OXEQ(800) 

C DIMENSION SUMDD(800) 

C 

REAL GRAD,FRACTEQ 
INTEGER INKIN(800),N 
IF(GRAD .EQ. 0.) GO TO 1500 
TT=T(N) • 273.0 
TSQR=T(N).T(N) 
ALPHA=0.0 
IF(INKIN(N) .EQ. 1) GO TO 1101 
IF(INKIN(N) .EQ. 2) GO TO 12EH 
IF(INKIN(N) .EQ. 3) GO TO 13el 
IF(INKIN(N) .EQ. 4) GO TO U01 
IF (INK IN (N) . EQ. 6) GO TO 1S1/H 

C.... BASALT - SEAWATER •••• 
C 

C 

IF(KCVC .LE. 0 .AND. OXROK(N) .EQ. 0.0) OXROK(N)=5.6 
OXRATE=10 .•• «-2520./TT)-4.80) 
XFRACT=28.5 
IF(IP'4KIN(N) .EQ. 6) GO TO 1701 
FRACTEQ= -0.052.T(N) • 15.2 
GO TO 2101 

C...... BASALT/WATER •••••••••••••• 
C 

1601 FRACTEQ = -(0.01463.T(N» • 7.85 
GO TO 2101 
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C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

••••• QUARTZ SANDSTONE - WATER ••••••• e 

1111 OXRATE=11 .•• «-12SI./TT)-6.5S) 
IF(KCYC .LE. 1 .AND. OXROK(N) .EQ. 
XFRACT= 33.333 
FRACTEQ = -(e.eSe.T(N» • 22.e 
GO TO 21el 

1.1) OXROK(N)=7.S 

••••• GRANITE - WATER ••••••••••••••• 

1211 OXRATE=11 .•• «-137S./TT)-5.725) 
IF(KCVC .LE. I .AND. OXROK(N) .EQ. 
XFRACT=31.4 
FRACTEQ = -(e.e7S.T(N» • 23.5 
GO TO 2111 

I.) OXROK(N)=2.S 

C..... GRANITE - SALT SOLUTION ••••••••••••••• 
C 

C 

1311 OXRATE=le .•• «-2Iel./TT)-4.15) 
IF(KCVC .LE. I .AND. OXROK(N) .EQ. I.) QXROK(N)=2.S 
XFRACT=31.4 
FRACTEQ • -(1.17S.T(N» .23.S 
GO TO 2111 

C ••••• CALCITE - WATER ••••••••••••••• 
C 

C 

1411 OXRATE=11 .•• «-22SI./TT)-3.3S) 
IF(KCYC .LE. I .AND. OXROK(N) .EQ. I.) OXROK(N)=6.S 
XFRACT=31.1 
FRACTEQ = -1.13S.T(N) • lS.l 
GO TO 2211 

C •••.•• DOLOWITE - WATER ••••••••••••••• 
C 

1511 OXRATE=11 .•• «-2SII./TT)-2.7S) 
IF(KCVC .LE. I .AND. OXROK(N) .EQ. I.) OXROK(N).e.S 
XFRACT=32.e 
FRACTEQ = -1.14e.T(N) • 21.4 
CO TO 2211 

2111 SAREA=(3.I.VOL(N).(1.I-POR(N»)/(GRAO) 
CO TO 2S11 

2211 SAREA:(VOL(N).(1.I-POR(N»)/(2.1.(CRAO» 
2501 AOXS=XFRACT.(l.I-POR(N».VOL(N).OENS(I) 

AOXF=SS.SSSe.VOL(N).O(N).POR(N) 
VV=(AOXF.AOXS)/(AOXF.AOXS) 
OXRKOLO=OXROK(N) 
wavER=AOXF/AOXS 
OXROK(N)=OXROK(N) - DDOX(N).WOVER 
OXEQ(N)=(OXROK(N)-FRACTEQ • WOVER.OX(N»/(1 .• WOVER) 

C OXEQ(N)=(OXROK(N)-FRACTEQ • WOVER.OXIN)/(1 .• waVER) 
DDOX(N).VV.SAREA.OXRATE.(OXEQ(N) - OX(N».OELT 
IF(KCVC .LE. I .AND. N .EQ. NUW) PRINT 211S,N,AOXS,AOXF, 

1FRACTEQ,OXEQ(N),SAREA,OXRATE 
2115 FORWAT(/,, N AOXS AOXF FRACTEQ OXEQ 

1 OXRATE ',I,IS,2X,6(E10.4,2X» 
OX(N):OX(N) • DOOX(N) 

1500 RETURN 
END 

SAREA 
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